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EDITORS NOTE
Every year as faculty editor of MR, I am reminded of what makes SUNY 
Empire State College students unique from students at many other 
colleges: the combination of talent and experience they bring to their 
studies as life-long learners. Because of this, we are able to create and 
sustain this journal, which showcases the work of our students and alumni, 
and which is itself created by an immensely gifted team of student editors.

I have been humbled by the awesome organizing skills of Managing  
Editor Liz Lauricella. I defy anyone to surpass her ability to balance her 
studies and family life with her role for MR, which included pretty much 
everything – writing, editing, filing, revising, critiquing, layout and design 
input, communications – plus whatever else needed to be done last week, 
or last month or before 6 a.m. Throughout it all, Liz remained calm, cool 
and very collected. Truly, her persistent efforts at cat-herding are what 
brought this issue to fruition.

No less appreciation is due to our wonderful Art and Design Editor Anita 
Sillery, whose many years of experience as an artist are so evident here 
in the careful and vivid design of this issue. What might be less evident to 
the uninitiated is just how much time she spent, even into the dog days 
of summer, shepherding this issue into print. While everyone on the team 
finagled over wordsmithing, Anita was quietly at work creating the dynamic 
look and feel of this issue. Bravo, Anita!

Nor would the issue have made it to print without the insightful and 
constructive approach of our two associate editors, who remained 
enthusiastic throughout the long and often arduous process. Calvin Otis 
Butts is a terrific writer with years of advertising experience that have given 
him the gift of precision, and now he is also a newly minted graduate of 
ESC with a bachelor’s in creative writing. Misha Mayers is a gifted writer 
with a keen analytical ability, and I am grateful for her commitment even  
as she, too, balanced full time work and study. 

Most of all, I thank our talented contributors for generously sharing  
their work, and all of our readers, who give their work meaning.

MR will be taking a one-year hiatus, to return in the Fall of 2018.  
See you soon!

– Karyn Pilgrim
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STUDENT EDITOR NOTE
“Writing and reading decrease our sense of isolation. They deepen and 
widen and expand our sense of life: they feed the soul. When writers make 
us shake our heads with the exactness of their prose and their truths, and 
even make us laugh about ourselves or life, our buoyancy is restored. 
We are given a shot at dancing with, or at least clapping along with, the 
absurdity of life, instead of being squashed by it over and over again. It’s 
like singing on a boat during a terrible storm at sea. You can’t stop the 
raging storm, but singing can change the hearts and spirits of the people 
who are together on that ship.” 

– Anne Lamott, Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life

In a moment in history rife with political, social, emotional and spiritual 
repression, it is through the Arts that we may continue to discover and 
deepen our human connections. Through art and literature (and music, 
dance and theater), we are offered a million unique, exquisite and universe-
expanding moments that challenge, touch and connect us. When we can 
bear witness to another’s truth, we are challenged to look deeply both 
within and outside of ourselves; our capacities for understanding and 
empathy expand; and we are dared to look beyond what might divide us 
and instead find what brings us closer together. 

It’s clear that the creative talent embodied by SUNY Empire State College 
students, alumni, faculty and staff is as diverse as it is rich. The 2017 
Metropolitan Review is the culmination of much hard work put forth by not 
only our contributors, but our student editorial staff, as well. Thank you to 
Calvin for his keen eye for prose and written dialogue and to Misha for her 
thoughtful and careful readings. Enormous appreciation and thanks are 
owed to Anita for her extraordinary talent and creativity, top-notch design 
expertise, wry humor – and for always going above and beyond, even 
when it’s nearly midnight. 

Finally, our most heartfelt and enduring gratitude and appreciation to our 
faculty advisor, Professor Karyn Pilgrim – without whom, the Metropolitan 
Review simply wouldn’t be possible. Karyn’s expert guidance, instruction 
and support are matched only by her continued advocacy, encouragement, 
commitment and dedication to providing a platform highlighting the best of 
student expression.

– Liz Lauricella
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Varenna, Italy  
Yee Mee Lee
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The Forest 
Anita Sillery
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STEWARDING NATURE AS OUR OTHER SELF  
Emma West

 Nature feeds me and makes me strong. 

 My thoughts have become a burden greater than my soul. They weave, 
tangle, knot so tight that they block out the light. The connection between me and 
the rest of the world – everything I know, everything with meaning – thins like a 
fraying thread. I crouch down as I step off my front step, placing my palm flat on 
the earth. The grass is turning brown from frost, still shot through with a little green. 
Beneath it, I feel the ground. Solid, damp brown soil peeking through the blades  
of grass.

 There is an energy in it. Magnetic. Subtle, but inexorable. It fills my palm.  
It draws me towards it, out of the thought-web.

 I stand up and start walking across the meadow, towards the woods. I curl 
my fingers in towards my palm, trying to hold the energy there.

 The smoky blue of the evening sky, streaked through with clouds. The radiant 
rays of pale yellow sun, reaching from the edges of the sky. The narrow boughs 
and branches of trees, still half clothed in leaves – yellow, gold, scarlet, burgundy, 
pale orange and deepest fire. The pines, firs, spruces, hemlocks and tamaracks 
wrapped in needles – long and silky, short and stubbly, tiny and fine. Pale, spring 
green to forest green to almost black. Bark that is smooth, ribbed, bumpy, shaggy. 
The network of trunks and limbs and branches and fallen boughs and rocks that 
stretches deep into the forest on all sides. Pale green lichen, some spiny, some 
knobby. Rich, thick, feathery moss. Rocks, from boulders taller than a house to tiny 
pebbles, in shades of white, black, green, brown and pink. Grass that is half green, 
half brown, as high as my waist with nodding seed heads. The occasional bird or 
chipmunk or deer.

 The smells are so intense they fill my mouth as well. The air blooms crisp and 
bright, and as evening approaches, I can taste the growing cold on my tongue. The 
earthy, rich taste of leaves. Of dirt. The sweet complexity of the air rising off  
the brook.

 The tangy perfume of pine and balsam fir needles surrounds me in a soft 
cloud and makes my nose tingle. The damp, earthy stench of decay rising to meet 
the crisp autumn air is intoxicating. The dry, spicy scent of the new autumn leaves 
turning color in the crisp air somehow makes the decaying leaves of years past all 
the more beautiful.
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 The forest floor is damp from a recent rain and the soil is packed. As I step, 
the soil gives just slightly, then springs back gently beneath the stiff rubber soles of 
my boots. I can feel thick, knobby roots press beneath the arches of my feet and 
smooth rocks as they press against my toes.

 Needles silky against my skin as I run them through my fingers. The gentle 
poke of branches as I brush by them. The ends of my hair tickling my cheeks. Cool, 
clean air against my bare face and hands, and finding its way through my layers of 
clothing. The softness of my coat sleeves against the backs of my hands, wrists.  
I pull the sleeves down farther over my hands, curling my fingers into the warmth. 

 The soft thump of my hiking boots as I walk. In the silence of the forest, the 
crunch and break of shriveled, papery fall leaves echo around my feet. The oblong 
beech leaves are bleached almost white, while maples turn warm like cinnamon. 
Cushions of dried-out burnt orange pine needles make my steps faint and muted. 
Layer upon layer, over dozens of years, the needles insulate and feed the soil – the 
top layer is bright orange, deepening until the bottom layer is as dark as coffee 
grounds, becoming one with the soil. The dry grasses that sprout up in the forest 
clearings brush against my pant legs, bleached brown. My quiet breathing. My  
coat sleeves brushing against my sides, like two sheep passing by each other.  
Bird calls, from croaking crows to sweet chickadees. The occasional sound of 
animals – squirrels and chipmunks scurrying from branch to branch, a rabbit 
rustling through the undergrowth, the surge of a deer crashing through the 
branches as I approach. Yet, above these other murmurings, what calls me is 
the wind: it whispers in my ears and rushes through my hair. It surrounds me, 
supporting me like arms. Yet it also fills me, so that it is me and I am it. When the 
wind becomes a part of me, I too climb. I swirl through the trees, the sky. I am 
expansive. It is like a song at high Mass, telling of the glory of God.

 It is critical that we actually notice and observe nature. It helps us, for one 
thing. Mindfulness is scientifically proven to reduce stress and promote peace, 
anchoring us in the present moment. Which has an incredibly far reaching and 
positive effect on our lives when practiced. The real concern here, however, is for 
nature itself. If we do not observe nature, if we do not truly connect with it, how can 
we care for it? If we do not care for it, if we do not connect with it, how do we have 
any investment in protecting it?

 If we see the natural world as an inexhaustible source of revenue to feed our 
insatiable desires, as merely a means to an end, it will fall. Environmental change 
starts with us, and it is up to each of us to take notice. Watch as a bird moves as 
it pecks for a meal; pay attention to which flowers stay open while others close at 
night or when it is cloudy; trace the currents of these as they jump and bend over 
the rocks. Seeing is believing; and it is only we are able to look outside of ourselves 
that we are able to save ourselves, and our world.
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BLOODLINE 
Eric Zwieg

The house stands away from the street 
containing a dark presence and history at rest. 
Stories that once begat stories 
held within the sorrowful edifice 
are forgotten; never known 
by the families, homes and schools 
of a newer surrounding age. 
So stands this monstrous house of past generations 
filled with its sins; the sins of flesh, bone, blood and 
unspeakable memories consumed and ravaged by time. 
Time that is and always will be relentless and unforgiving. 
This house that still stands that time will never forget or forgive. 
This house, the house with the stillness of time forgotten, that still stands.



The Trees Between the Houses 
Chris Bowman
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PSYCHO: MOMISM MASTERPIECE 
Therese Schechter

 In the Victorian era, the institution of motherhood was glorified, placed on 
a pedestal built of virtue, sentimentality and self-sacrifice. This concept of Moral 
Motherhood – as applied to white middle class women, at least – positioned 
women as the pinnacle of goodness whose love and intense mother/child bonding 
was deemed essential in the rearing of morally and physically healthy children. 
By the time Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho was released in 1960, Victorian Moral 
Motherhood had been turned completely on its head, giving way to a brand new 
concept of mothering called Momism. Although domineering mothers and weak 
sons is a theme that runs deep in Hitchcock’s films, Psycho seems especially 
influenced by this sexist concept of Momism, and it is through this lens that I would 
like to examine the film. 

 Momism was a term coined by Philip Wylie who, in his 1942 book. A 
Generation of Vipers, accused mothers of “depriving sons of their rightful 
masculinity through controlling and even monstrous mother-love” (Vandenberg-
Daves, 177). Mothers were blamed for afflicting sons with everything from 
lack of combat readiness to homosexuality, alcoholism and rape; depicted as 
overprotective, dominating, and over-affectionate; and as women “who make up for 
essentially libidinous disappointments through [their] children” (Vandenberg-Daves, 
178). Apparently, the accusations in Wylie’s book inspired some women to try to not 
be mothers, which would have certainly been a better life choice for Mrs. Bates 

 The concept of Momism is articulated in two different scenes in Psycho, first 
by Norman as he explains his relationship with his mother to Marion over dinner 
in the parlor. He tells her the story of his father dying when he was young, and he 
and his mother living in seclusion. The film’s now classic lines, “a boy’s best friend 
is his mother” and “a boy is a poor substitute for a lover” echo Momist ideas of the 
dependency fostered by a mother who seeks to, among other things, make up 
for her sexual frustrations elsewhere. Norman is upset by his mother’s demands, 
yet rendered too emasculated and weak to do anything about it. Also in keeping 
with the psychological aspects of Momism, Mrs. Bates’ controlling nature assures 
that Norman will remain deeply loyal to her. So loyal, in fact, that he cleans up 
the bloody bathroom to remove any evidence of Marion’s murder, at that point 
presumably committed by Mrs Bates. The methodical way he works indicates that 
he has done this many times before. 

 The second articulation of Momism comes from Dr. Richman, the psychiatrist 
whose job it is to explain Norman’s psychosis to Sam, Lila, the Sheriff – and the 
audience. Though much of his psychological explanation is arguably nonsensical, 
some of it does in fact sound like the ideas of Wylie and his cohort. In the case 
of domineering mothers and ineffectual (or absent) fathers, they cautioned that 
“a woman’s unmet sexual desires could easily – and disastrously – become 
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misdirected toward their children, especially their sons” (Plant, 123). In Psycho, 
the detective explains that Norman had been initially damaged by the death of his 
father and because “his mother was a clinging, demanding woman.” There is a 
suggestion of Mrs. Bates’ apparent sexual “misdirection” towards Norman when 
Dr. Richman explains that it was Norman’s sexual jealousy after being “thrown over” 
that pushed him “over the line” to murder his mother and her new lover.

 It is no wonder that Norman Bates has been described as “the great ‘Momist 
nightmare’ incarnate, the literal embodiment of the domineering mother and her 
weakling son rolled into one” (Van den Oever, 109). 

 It is when Dr. Richman describes Norman as attracted to other women that 
the situation becomes confused. Norman is coded as gay, if only stereotypically 
so. He appears to be delicate, effeminate, soft-spoken and nervous. He stutters 
and is twitchy, high-strung and emotional. He’s got no game with the ladies, except 
presumably with his mother. Even though these affectations of gayness are merely 
the stereotypes of the time, as opposed to any sort of universal attributes, the intent 
of Norman’s characterization is clear. 

 In two separate scenes, Norman has one-on-one conversations with other 
men: Marion’s lover, Sam Loomis and the detective Milton Arbogast, both of whom 
read as straight and “masculine.” Although Sam could be seen as a double for 
Norman, and ultimately Norman gets the best of Arbogast, both these interactions 
can be seen as ways to reinforce Norman’s beta status. In fact it is not even 
Norman who bests the detective, but “Mrs. Bates.”

 Momism posits that the mother “steals that part of her boy’s personality 
which should have become the love of a female contemporary and transmutes it 
into sentimentality for herself” (Plant, 125). In the context of Psycho, this could be 
interpreted as being the cause of Norman’s homosexuality. That is, his mother’s 
monstrous love rendered him unable to create a “normal” relationship with a female 
partner, and his fascination with Marion would be of the most deviant kind. Even so, 
the “mother” half of his personality would consider all women a threat and would 
have to kill them to preserve the special relationship she has with her son.

 Although deeply troubling, the film’s embrace of Momism, homosexuality and 
transvestitism/transgenderism as indications of psychosis makes sense given the 
time in which it was created. The more one considers the underlying themes of 
Psycho, the more sympathetic Norman becomes. He’s a character trapped in the 
homophobic and misogynistic world view of mid-20th-century America, with all the 
attendant alarms over the state of masculinity as laid bare by Hitchcock.
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 Quite aside from Norman’s sad fate, the homophobic roadmap Psycho 
sets out for so many future serial killer movies is troubling. The gay transvestite/
transgender killer has become a trope of horror movies, appearing in classics  
such as Dressed to Kill and Silence of the Lambs, just to name two among the 
most famous.

 Kate Bornstein wrote that “fear and loathing” are common reactions to the 
transgender body, as is violence. And Carol Clover suggested that the motivation 
supplied for violent killing in mainstream cinema is the “psychosexual fury” of a 
man in distress about his failed masculinity. Both these quotes are referenced by 
K.E. Sullivan in her essay on Ed Gein and transgender serial killers. Sullivan also 
writes that Psycho’s narrative structure “serves to reinforce the association between 
murderer/psychopath and transvestite: Norman is not a transvestite who happens 
to be a killer; he is a transvestite killer who kills precisely because he is a gender- 
and sexual-deviant.” Sadly, this repeated onscreen depiction of a transvestite or 
transgender person through the lens of monstrosity can place anyone not well-
situated within straight cis-gendered masculinity at risk. 
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SOCKS FOR CHRISTMAS 
Eric Zwieg

Last year for Christmas all I got were two pairs
of cheap white athletic socks that were gifted to me
by the chaplain’s children as they sang carols, 
praying for my salvation from outside my cell.
Beyond the fortified windows the snow kept falling,
while inside the color orange was bright. 
I was thankful to have warm feet.

Later that month Jason, my friend from Pittsburgh
surprise-visited. I asked him how he had found me?
Googled you sir. Ahh, such a resourceful little bugger.

In February my new roommate arrived, the second of three.
We watched Super Bowl 50 and Jeopardy together
on our flat screen television and joked about Hogan’s Heroes.

He was the accused Barrow Street killer from Jamestown.
I was nobody that slept on the top bunk with one eye open,
imagining a former life.

Late one night he told me he had killed the family pet along with the others,
but after my release I found out the dog had survived.
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No Title (A Profound Occurrence, D&A) 
Anne McInnis
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DEAR JON 
Liz Lauricella

 My father went in for a routine heart procedure, an angioplasty, I was told via 
email by Pat, my father’s third wife. Since he was in the operating room, she was 
going to drive the 40-minutes home for lunch and to feed the dogs.

 While she was on Route 276, heading back to Bluffton, the guide wire went 
through the wall of my father’s aortic artery. Two heart attacks, bypass surgery, 
decades of high cholesterol, high blood pressure. Those arteries walls were paper-
thin due to decades of scotch, steaks and cigarettes. He died on the table of an 
outpatient surgical center in Hilton Head, South Carolina.

 “He was wounded in combat,” she said over the phone a few days later.  
“He was a decorated Vietnam War veteran.” Pat told me that she was waiting for 
more information regarding a full military funeral at Arlington. 

 Jon was the son of a two-star general, and the youngest of four highly ranked 
military brothers. He had very few choices in life and even less ambition. After basic 
training at Parris Island, he got drunk one night and tattooed the Marine Corp 
insignia on his forearm. In 1958, he was assigned to a Foreign Military Service post 
at the American embassy in Belgium.

 Betty, a proper Virginian by way of Oak Park, Illinois, was a well-heeled young 
lady, fresh from graduating at the top her class at William and Mary. Though she 
dreamed of becoming of a neurosurgeon, it wasn’t a proper field for young ladies, 
so studied French. She had read Camus’ The Stranger in its original French at 
just 15. In college, she breezed through the works of Dumas, Rimbaud, Molière, 
Flaubert, and of course, all of Proust. She was Phi Beta Kappa. After graduation, 
she accepted a government position in Brussels. It took her seven days to sail from 
New York to Le Havre. It was June of 1960, and shit was just about to hit the fan in 
the Belgian Congo.

 On the Wednesday morning that November, Betty stood in the ballroom 
of the Embassy of the United States, anxiously waiting to learn who had won 
the American presidential election. Just as John Fitzgerald Kennedy’s win was 
announced, Betty looked across the ballroom to find Jon staring straight at her. 
By February, they were engaged. On a snowy late December afternoon, they were 
married in the historic University of Virginia chapel. 

 Jon got a job in Michigan, so off they went. When he was fired after just three 
months, they moved again; this time for a job in Vermont. He lost that position, and 
the one after that, too. They settled in Massachusetts, chasing work at Raytheon or 
Digital. James was born in 1970 and I came along three years later. The night I was  
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born, my mother had been standing in the kitchen washing dishes when her water 
broke. My father had been too deep into his Johnny Walker, so my mom drove 
herself to the hospital. Eighteen months later, Jon walked out on us.

 “Your father felt you abandoned him,” Pat said to me over the phone. “I’ve 
never met such selfish children.”

 In more than 40 years, we had only met our uncles a handful of times. So, as 
we gathered at the ostentatious, cavernous South Carolinian McMansion – built in a 
gated retirement community and to Pat’s exacting specifications – it was a curious 
and macabre reunion. We were strangers, outsiders among our own kin; and I was 
the soothsayer. 

 Paul, the oldest of the Murphy brothers, had related a story about how 
their mother made regular work of reminding Jon he was ‘An Accident,’ of how 
she hadn’t wanted anymore children. He had been The Mistake; he would never 
amount to anything. Paul, Rob and Ken watched from the sidelines as Jon spent 
his lifetime trying to be someone he wasn’t, trying to please and impress. He 
couldn’t measure up; so, to feel better about himself, to feel more important, he 
drank and he lied. And when slivers of truth shone through, Jon split.

 Jon wasn’t an attorney, nor a law professor. Jon wasn’t a special agent with 
high security clearance, nor did he take meetings at the Pentagon. Jon wasn’t a 
Vietnam vet; he was not wounded in action. He was nearly a decade too old to 
serve during that war and the scars on his right ankle were not from escaping the 
gooks; in 1984, while walking his second wife’s dog, he slipped on some ice. 

 On the fifth anniversary of my father’s death, the box containing a small urn of 
his ashes slid off a shelf in my Brooklyn apartment. 

 I picked the box up and shoved it in the kitchen junk drawer.
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No Title (Assembling the Message) 
Anne McInnis
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THE SILVER TRICYCLE 
Calvin Otis Butts IV

You know that it’s all about the silver tricycle. 

 You could feel the anticipation rising all weekend long. Saturday was good, 
with the trip to the park and all, but you were already missing the feel of those 
stainless-steel pedals under your feet. And Sunday, you absorb the lessons of 
Sunday School, but when you lower your head in prayer – because the adults tell 
you to – it isn’t God’s forgiveness or blessings for world peace that you ask for. You 
ask for the chance to be the first one on that silver tricycle. Sure, there were plenty 
of other tricycles, scooters, Big Wheels and even a pedal-powered fire engine 
that ran a close second. But you squeeze your eyes really tight, clasp your hands 
together really hard, and break a sweat asking God about that tricycle. 

 Each day when it was time to go outside and play, the race was always to 
the silver tricycle. It was the shiniest, fastest and coolest way to get around the 
playground. For any self-respecting four-year-old, it was the only way to ride. 
Seeing as it was only nursery school, the teachers were going to try to impart on 
you the importance of sharing, but there was no time for that. Just a few people got 
to ride the silver tricycle each day, so you had to wait your turn, but you wanted to 
be first in that line. 

 Don’t forget to drop in an Amen, just so God knows you’re serious. Amen.

 You wake up the next morning with that shiny mode of transportation on 
your mind. So, you don’t need to be prodded, shaken or tickled awake. Getting 
from bedroom to bathroom without prompting is a big deal, because a morning 
person you are not. Admittedly, the excitement does not completely negate your 
childishness because you still have to be convinced to brush your teeth. But once 
those teeth are done, you’re ready to jump on that tricycle.

 But you and your mom aren’t on the same page. Despite your concerns 
about drag coefficient and other momentum affecting variables, the piling-on of 
clothing continues: long johns, pants, t-shirt, long-sleeved t-shirt, sweatshirt … 

 When you’re finally fully-dressed – layered to a level that could slow you down 
from Corvette-level to the speed of something between Volkswagen and rusty pick-
up truck – you’re anxious to get moving. Lucky for you, your school is only about 
four blocks away. 

 But no: just as you thought you were making progress, what happens? 
Breakfast. Who can think about food when the silver tricycle awaits? Not only do 
you have to eat breakfast, first you have to decide what you want to eat. Do you 
want oatmeal, with butter and brown sugar? Scrambled eggs and sausage? A bowl 
of cereal? How are you supposed to make that kind of decision when so much is at 
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stake? But then, just when you are thinking that breakfast might be skippable, you 
receive a very important message.

 “Hello? This is your stomach. I know the rest of you is very excited about that 
silver tricycle – in fact, I’m harboring a few butterflies to press into action a little bit 
later. But for now, for this moment, I would appreciate some food. Lunch is still a 
significant amount of time from now.”

 Leave it to your stomach to make this executive decision and rumble right 
at that moment, reminding you that snack time will still be some time in coming. 
Anyway, it would be in your best interest to eat something now: one needs 
nourishment to have enough strength and energy to pedal that tricycle – especially 
with the layers of clothing you’ve got on. So, you go with the cereal, as you figure 
it’s the fastest to prepare, the fastest to eat, and the fastest way to get yourself out 
the door. Besides, Tony the Tiger makes a pretty persuasive argument.

 When breakfast is done, it’s finally time to hit the street. Or so you think. Of 
course, there is yet another layer of clothing to put on: hat, scarf, gloves and coat, 
complete with hood. You are ready for the Iditarod; but even with all that you jump 
into the stroller, let mom strap you in, and assume a lean-forward position. No more 
delays, no more distractions. You can feel the handlebars in your hands already. Out 
of the apartment, into the elevator, on to the street. Down the block you go, your 
anticipation growing.

 You look around: the sun is out, birds are chirping, it’s a lovely day – but it’s 
cold. Cold enough for you to almost accept the multiple speed-reducing layers 
you’ve been swaddled in. It’s cold enough that you’re not happy about the wind 
tunnel your block has become; it’s as if NASA had put one of those huge fans at  
the bottom of the hill, pointed it directly at your face, and turned it on. And they 
didn’t even have the courtesy to give you a warning. No wind, then suddenly … 
WIND. The first blast takes your breath away; it is a slap you aren’t prepared for. 

 But you know that one burst of wind is not going to rob you of your upcoming 
speed trip.

 On the next block, the wind dies down – or so you think. Just as you’re 
beginning to smile, thinking that the worst is over, there’s a second … slap …  
of wind.

 But this one stronger … than … the first. And you … can’t … breathe. You 
turn your head to the side to relieve the pressure on your cheeks. You take another 
shot and keep on. Just as the wind again dies down to a breeze, you hear a small 
voice, light and airy and floating gently on the breeze: a whisper that says, “You’re 
never getting to that tricycle.”

 That’s when the real battle begins. Again, the wind blasts you full-on in your 
chubby little face, but unlike the first two times there is no let-up. This time, NASA 
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cranks that fan up to 10 and lets it rip. You can’t breathe. You turn your head to get 
a sip of air into your lungs, and just as you get that tiny breath, the wind rips it away 
again. It seeps into the hood of your coat and finds any free avenue to slip under 
your multiple layers of clothing. Just when the wind seems to be calming down 
and you might begin to think about breathing, it renews its assault. Your nose goes 
numb, your ears turn red, and your eyes, which you can barely keep open in the 
face of the wind’s onslaught, start to tear. The force, the cold, the lack of breath:  
the wind was winning. 

 Deep down inside, you feel something forming: it starts somewhere down by 
your toes, which are tucked deeply inside of your boots and may be the only part of 
your body that’s still warm. It works its way up your legs and then to your stomach, 
where it seems to get a sudden boost of energy. Onward it comes, shifting to your 
lungs, then rising to the back of your throat. And there it sits, waiting. You try to  
hold it back; it’s straining to get loose but you’re straining to hold it back. One 
second … five seconds … 10 seconds. And just then, the wind stops. You turn  
and face forward: now that the opportunity has presented itself, you open your 
mouth to breathe once again. The intake of air, which has been waiting and building 
up has finally gained its freedom. You let loose with all the volume your little lungs 
could muster:

 “TAKE ME HOME! I WANNA GO HOME NOW.” 

 Done. Defeated. Rebuffed. Rebuked. Denied. There isn’t a single mode of 
transportation on the face of the entire planet, silver or no, that is worth the wind-
beating you are taking. Deep down in your soul you know that this is the exact  
right time for the mother of all temper tantrums. You try crying, but your mom  
keeps on going. You try screaming, she keeps on going. You try pleading, and  
you just know that somewhere deep-down your mother is going to have mercy  
on you and will turn that stroller around to take you back into your warm, wind-free 
apartment. But no, she’s a co-conspirator with the wind, and she keeps going, 
pushing you face-first into the typhoon. Your tears multiply, because now it’s not 
only about the wind; you’re crying because you can’t believe Mam is treating you 
like this. This is betrayal; this is heartbreak; this is “not going to eat any vegetables 
with my dinner” level.

 Your anger and frustration is now a full-on fury, and you ready yourself to 
unleash it all. You’re going for the apocalypse of temper tantrums. This tantrum is 
going to be epic: full-on screaming, body contortions, kicking, slamming of fists, 
eternal fountains of tears. All you need is one … more … good … waitforit … one 
… more … wait … onemoregood … deep … breath of air … in … your … lungs. 
You close your eyes and rear back … and once again, the wind stops. 

 Just like that, your torturous four-block trek is over. The sudden silence and 
lack of buffering scares you almost as much as that wind did. You sit back into the 
stroller, shocked and relieved, as your mom pushes you through the school doors. 
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You take a moment to gather yourself, wipe the tears from your face, and prepare 
to give your mother the single-most evil look a four-year-old can give. But your  
mom has moved on; she’s telling your teachers that you had a ‘rough morning.’ 
She’s got some nerve: she pushes you through a hurricane, and brushes it off as  
a rough morning? 

 You remove your hat, scarf and coat, determined to spend the rest of the day 
inside, as far away from outside as possible. You’ve decided that you’ll do anything 
in your power to avoid another encounter with the whipping wind outside. You’ll 
show them rough. As you stomp your way over to a corner, something catches 
your eye: a quick flash of silver. Turning to look out the glass doors that lead to the 
schoolyard, you see it. 

 There, alone in the corner of the play yard, with sunlight sparkling off of  
its shiny spoked wheels, you see the silver tricycle. Your breath catches, and  
for a second you’re paralyzed. This is not fair. You’d just decided to be a  
hell-raiser for the rest of the day, but there it is, the object of your obsession:  
all silver and tricycle-ly. 

 You stand there for a minute, face pressed to the glass, and consider the 
consequences of abandoning your convictions, going back on your choices, and 
what that says about who you are as a person … 

 Convictions? Consequences? Please, you’re only four! Two minutes later, 
you’re flying, laughing at the wind in your face as you speed around the yard. 

After all, it is all about the silver tricycle.
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Beautiful Me 
Natural Langdon
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UNIT STRUCTURES (FREE JAZZ POEM #9)  
Ras Moshe 

explode into colored fragments 
patterns form 
instant composition 
flying time 
cymbals shimmer 
crystal silver light rays fill the air 
resonating with earth sounds 
black circle of voices chant peace and fire 
collective 
each one teach one 
mind builders 
cosmic music 
spiritual unity 
to reach and not stop 
eternal life of the black sun (son) 
every day it rises 
tree cycle immersion with the human life cycle 
seasonal changes 
but standing there regardless 
can’t stop 
won’t relent on the fire dynamic 
sound clusters 
kuntu muntu
black offerings in sound 
music-magic ascending in levels 
light path seen/the scene changes 
green leaves grow 
explode into colored fragments 
whirling upwards 
landscape of dark space connections 
not a coincidence 
we always know where the stars go
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Rami’s Dream 
Chris Bowman
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YOU ARE HERE  
Lawrence Henderson

AUTHOR’S NOTE: ABOUT LANGUAGE AND TERMINOLOGY

 Deeply inspired by 
Nona Faustine’s White Shoes 
exhibition, I was drawn to 
explore the often-ignored but 
vital role enslaved and freed 
Africans played in the building 
of New York City. I’m an 
African American New Yorker, 
born in Harlem and raised on 
the Lower East Side. This city 
represents my life. 

 For the most part, I have chosen to use the term enslaved Africans instead of 
slave. Africans were not born slaves in Africa, they were born as free human beings. 
Once they were captured and marched to the slave ships, they became enslaved. 
It is my intention to highlight their individual and collective humanity, as well as 
emphasize what became of them. Further, to honor and accept descendants 
of enslaved Africans as complete American citizens, I do not hyphenate African 
American. In the words of Teddy Roosevelt, “There is no room in this country for 
hyphenated Americanism … a hyphenated American is not an American at all.”1

MANHATTAN IS WHERE AMERICA BEGAN2

 You Are Here.

 These are the words that welcome visitors from around the world to New 
York City. Landmark and points-of-interest maps throughout Manhattan identify the 
many popular tourist attractions – from the Freedom Tower to Central Park. Yet, 
these maps rarely highlight the many important locations or events that relate to the 
history of African Americans in New York City. 

 Manhattan is just over 13 miles long and, at its widest point, is a little more 
than two miles wide, but the city’s impact is global. Since the Dutch occupation in 
1613, Manhattan has been a major center of trade and diversity in North America. 
By 1640, at least 18 languages were spoken in New York City, as well as the 
multitude of languages spoken by the Native Americans already present in the land. 
The city was – and continues to be – a hodgepodge of races, religions, ethnicities 
and cultures intermingling with relative ease and comfort. 

 The history of African Americans is manifest in plain sight; yet the history of 
enslaved and free African people in Manhattan is too often ignored. “Although most 
people today imagine slavery as a Southern institution, it existed in all of the original 
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13 British colonies. In New York, it was an important labor system for 200 years, 
beginning with the arrival of the first African slaves in New Amsterdam in 1627 … 
During British rule, 40 percent of New York City households owned slaves, who 
accounted for 20 percent of the city’s population. There were more slaves in New 
York City than in any other city in the British colonies except Charleston, S.C.”3 

 Black history is American history; it is this universal history that connects us 
all. As with the Manhattan of today, this work stands on the shoulders of the millions 
of Africans who came here against their will – but carried with them incredible 
courage, culture and creativity. Thus, with every step taken, we must recognize, 
respect, and honor both the legacy and importance of Africans in the history of New 
York City, the nation and the world. 

 Their story deserves to be told.4

COLLECT POND 1600

 Long before the Dutch and English arrived, Native Americans had already 
settled on the island of Manhattan. With 62 miles of streams and more than 20 
lakes and ponds, Manhattan had been known for its fresh water.5 

 Collect (Kalhook) Pond, fed by an underground spring, served as the primary 
water source for the Natives. Running as deep as 60 feet, and covering roughly  
48 acres, Collect Pond covered much of lower Manhattan – spreading north of City 
Hall to south of Canal Street, and between Broadway and the Bowery. 

 However, by the late 1700s, Dutch tanneries, breweries and slaughterhouses 
had contaminated the waters of Collect Pond with their industrial waste. In 1805, 
after city authorities deemed Collect Pond to be “a very sink and common sewer,” 
that contained “great quantities of stagnant water … dead animals, and filth of all 
kinds,”6 the Pond was closed and ordered to be filled. To drain these “garbage-
infested waters, designers opened a 40-foot wide canal that became known as 
Canal Street.”7 Using dirt and soil to fill the pond, enslaved Africans leveled the 
surrounding hills, including Bayard’s Mount. Located near the current intersection 
of Grand and Mott Streets, Bayard’s Mount stood at 110 feet, and was lower 
Manhattan’s highest point.8 

 By 1811, Collect Pond had been filled with dirt, soil and debris and the city 
council quickly moved to build on the on the swampy area. Enslaved Africans built 
the New York Hall of Justice and House of Detention (“The Tombs”). Less than 10 
years later, due to the poor quality of the landfill, the foundations around the prison 
began to slump and sink. This sudden loss in property value transformed the area 
into a slum neighborhood known as Five Points.9

 During the 1800s, the Collect Pond region also was where many free  
Africans – such as the Marshall, Williams, DeGrasse, Crummell, Garnet and 
Williams families, among many others – both lived and worshiped on Collect Street. 
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The Collect Pond Park on Leonard St., New York City. 
Summer 2015. Photo credit: Lawrence Henderson

In 1819, through the culmination of work by group of African men determined to 
have their own place of worship, The Free African Church of St. Philip was built.10 
The Reverend Peter Williams Jr., a leading abolitionist of the time, served as its 
first pastor. In 1821, Collect Street was renamed Centre Street. Following repeated 
vandalism and forced relocations, today St. Philip’s Episcopal Church is located on 
West 134th Street, and is the city’s oldest black parish. 

 Today, Collect Pond – and the area that was once a vital life-source and 
gathering place of Native tribes – is represented by the Collect Pond Park, located on 
Leonard Street between Lafayette and Centre Streets. Collect Pond Park is operated 
under the supervision of the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation. 

 Collect Pond represents an important and early connection to the history of 
enslaved Africans in America: it is this pattern of forced labor that will be repeatedly 
applied to just about everything ever built on the island: the city’s forts, mills, 
bridges, houses, docks, wharves, prisons, churches, farms, roads and the city’s 
expanding infrastructure.11

This 1798 Archibald Robertson painting 
shows Collect Pond, looking south toward 
New York City with Bayard’s Mount in 
the foreground.(The New York Public 
Library Digital Collections, 1920. Retrieved 
from http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
items/510d47d9-7d1e-a3d9-e040-
e00a18064a99)

St. Philips’s Episcopal Church on Collect Street. (The New 
York Public Library, Retrieved from http://digitalcollections.
nypl.org/items/510d47db-c661-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99)
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LAND OF THE BLACKS 1643 A.D. 

 Greenwich Village, Chatham Square, Chinatown, Little Italy, TriBeCa, Astor 
Place, SoHo, Herald Square and the Bowery – now-coveted city locations – was once 
known as the Land of the Blacks.12 During the 1600s, this part of Manhattan was a 
swampland that covered more than 130 acres (or roughly 100 square city blocks). 

 Washington Square Park, a small area within the Greenwich Village 
neighborhood, covered about 10 acres. This land ran “along the marshy banks of 
Minetta Creek … Minetta Lane and Thompson Street.”13 Once used as farmland by 
Dutch settlers, this area was transformed into various plots and land grants were 
given to five “freed” Africans. 

 The Director-General of New Amsterdam, Willem Kieft, granted farmland on 
the outskirts of the Dutch colony to Simon Congo (8 acres); Manuel Trumpeter  
(18 acres); Antony Portugies (12 acres); Paulo Angelo (6 acres); and Groot Manuel 
(8 acres). These educated African elders had argued that they had earned this land 
after working for the Dutch West India Company for over 18 years.14 They petitioned 
the local government for their freedom in exchange for the promise to pay a yearly 
tax of “30 schepels of maize or wheat, and one fat hog.”15 

 Further, these industrious freed Africans were granted the status of “half-free,” 
and given the right to sue in courts, drill with the Dutch militia, trade independently 
and accumulate private property. In 1638, Anthony Portugies, a Black man, sued 
and was awarded reparations for damages caused to his hog by a White merchant, 
Anthony Jansen’s dog.16 James Weldon Johnson, in his book Black Manhattan, 
notes that these men “had almost full freedom of motion and assembly,”17 and “they 
had been long since been promised their freedom on the same footing as other free 
people in the New Netherlands.”18 However, despite their political gains of getting 
land and “freedom,” their children remained enslaved.19

 Willem Kieft’s grants of farmland to the freed slaves served a larger strategic 
purpose. To begin with, the Africans were past their prime years of labor and 
nearing the end of their productive lives. Through this granting of “freedom,” the 
Dutch West Indian Company avoided taking on the expense of caring for the now-
aging men.

 Further, these land grants created a buffer between the newly formed Dutch 
colony and the Native Americans. Having waged war with the Natives from 1641 
through 1644, Kieft reasoned that if the Africans were placed further north of Wall 
Street on Native American land they would serve as both protection and defense 
against the tribes of Manhattan. During his Indian War, “arms were issued to Negro 
slaves who helped in the defense of the Dutch settlement.”20

 These wars took a huge toll on both sides. Ultimately, the Dutch West Indian 
Company’s Board of Directors summoned Kieft home, demanded he defend 
himself for his blunders and cowardice, and replaced him with Peter Stuyvesant.21
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 In a span of 20 years, some 28 Africans owned farmland in Greenwich Village 
and the surrounding area. Some Africans owned land from the Village to 34th 
Street and Broadway. This land grant created a “Negro Frontier” – the first legally 
emancipated free Black community in Manhattan and North America.22

Washington Square Park. Summer 2015.  
Photo credit: Lawrence Henderson

“Village” area. The New York Public Library Digital 
Collections. 1776-01-12. Retrieved from  

http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/ 
510d47da-f072-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99

EXECUTION GROUNDS 1741 A.D.
 Today, thousands of people walk through Foley Square in pursuit of justice 
from the municipal courts of New York. However, this was once the execution 
grounds for many innocent people. Those who were executed here – mostly 
enslaved Africans – were subject to cruel and unusual punishment intended to 
serve as both a deterrent and as public spectacle.

 David Grim’s 1742 “Grim Map” of Manhattan shows a city marked by slavery, 
and he recalls witnessing several of the executions resulting from the Great Negro 
Plot of 1741, in which a Judge concluded that several enslaved Africans and 
colonists planned to overthrow the city, “I have a perfect idea of seeing the Negros 
chained to a stake, and there burned to death.”23 On his map key, Grim notes that, 
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“A tiny icon that looks like a bonfire … is landmark number 55, it says: ‘Plot Negro’s 
burnt here.’ Number 56 shows the gallows from which dangles a silhouetted 
black figure, it says: ‘Plot Negro Gibbeted.’”24 In total, 146 enslaved Africans were 
arrested: 35 Black and four White people were executed.

 Today, Lorenzo Pace’s monument, Triumph of the Human Spirit, dominates 
this sacred area. The sculpture is one of the world’s largest site-specific 
installations, and venerates the experience of African American enslavement. Built 
on this rediscovered African burial ground, Pace’s massive, black granite, abstract 
sculpture depicting a female antelope form mounted on a boat-shaped base 
towers over 50-feet high and weighs more than 300 tons. Inspired by Chiwara – an 
antelope effigy used by the Bambara tribe from Mali to symbolize the continuation 
of values and farming practices from generation to generation – Pace’s Triumph of 
the Human Spirit stands as a monument to honor all Africans brought to America 
and is in dedication to all ancestors and future generations to come.25

Grim’s Map of New York City – 1742. See locations of the 
executions. Nos. 55 and 56. https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/
items/510d47e4-7375-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99

Enlarged photo of Photo 2. Nos. 55 and 56 https://
digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47e4-7375- 

a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99

EMANCIPATION DAY JULY 4, 1827

 After more than two centuries of slavery in New York, the state legislature 
enacted a Gradual Emancipation Act that freed the children born to enslaved 
women after July 4, 1799 – but only after at least two decades of forced indenture. 
“In 1817 a new law passed that would free slaves born before 1799 but not until 
1827. By the 1830 census there were only 75 slaves in New York, and the 1840 
census listed no slaves in New York City.”26

 Emancipation Day celebrations had been in the works for the more 
than 30 years, yet debate continued about how this “freedom” day would be 
commemorated. Some prominent Black New Yorkers worried a parade would be 
too disruptive and would provoke angry white citizens to attack, mock and ridicule 
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their festivities – as had happened in Boston six years prior. Others felt parading in 
the street might be received as an insult to the White benefactors, many of whom 
were Quakers and frowned upon public processions.27 Adding to this indecision, 
public celebrations were universally opposed by the newspapers of both White 
and Black presses. The White New York Morning Chronicle expressed doubts that 
Blacks could have an orderly observance and feared their emancipation would only 
increase the City’s number of Black “dandies” and criminals. Likewise, the Black 
newspaper, Freedom’s Journal, also opposed the parade saying, “We are no friends 
to public parades, and have long since entered our protest against them.”28 

 Following considerable debate, a compromise was made between city 
officials, abolition groups, a few of the Black organizations and church groups. 
Freed Africans would have two celebrations: one on the fourth of July, and one on 
the fifth. Freedom’s Journal announced, “One party will celebrate the Fourth of July, 
without any public procession, and the other, on the Fifth, with a Grand Procession, 
Oration and Public Dinner.”29 

 And celebrate they did. 

 At the grand parade, “between three and four thousand blacks marched 
through the principal streets, under their respective banners, with music, and 
directed by a marshal on horseback,” and assembled at the Zion Church, where 
they listened to an oration by John Mitchell.30

 James McCune Smith recalled witnessing these celebrations and the 
display of Black pride, “A splendid looking Black man, mounted on a milk-
white steed, then his aids on horseback, dashing up and down the line … The 
sidewalks were crowded with the wives, daughters, sisters and mothers of the 
celebrants, representing every state in the Union, and not a few with gay bandanna 
handkerchiefs, betraying their West Indian birth. Hundreds who survived the middle 
passage and a youth in slavery joined in the joyful procession.”31 Another visitor, 
James Buckingham, described witnessing the parade: “Some hundreds of Black 
and coloured, extremely well-dressed and wearing sashes and ribbons, paraded 
the city in martial array, with the accompaniment of music.”32

 Celebrations were held across the state, from Albany to Brooklyn and Staten 
Island – and New Jersey. The Manhattan parade started at St. John’s Park to Zion’s 
AME Church, to City Hall, down Broadway, and then to the Battery.33 This annual 
Emancipation Day parade became a popular event at this park and remained so 
until 1834.34 Once a private, residential 19th-century park in Lower Manhattan, 
today St. John’s Park is no longer accessible to the public and sits at the entrance 
of Holland Tunnel.

 Although African Americans in New York won their freedom in 1827, their civil 
and human rights remained at stake for more than a century.
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“St. John’s Park, NYC.” The New York 
Public Library Digital Collections. 1866, 

http:digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/ 
510d47e0-db05-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99

Parade route of the July 5, 1827 
Emancipation Day Parade in 
Manhattan; Highlighted in Blue.

Present location of St. John’s Park. Spring 2016. Photo credit: Lawrence Henderson
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Liberation Flag 
Anita Sillery
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MY HOMETOWN 
Aliza Burton

The springtime saltiness of the air,
mixes with the fresh fishiness from the docks; 
the song of the halyards from sailboats in the harbor 
and the cry of gulls circling the parking lot 
looking for remains from the weekends street fair. 
The tourist trolley, click-clacks its way up the main street, 
past the solid copper steeples of the churches, 
one on each street corner; 
They stand like two old soldiers who’ve seen it all, 
but will never allude to what they have seen. 
The bandstand sits empty, 
except for summer evenings, 
when fireflies flit about 
as musicians tune up 
before the set. 
Sweet perfumes, from the florist on the corner, 
surround each passerby. 
They filmed that movie there once, 
The one with that British actor, 
The butcher, the baker, the candlestick maker – 
all still here from the 1880s.
Now these shops, these bastardized descendants, 
all have names with bad puns. 
Bicycles, still unlocked, leaning against the light posts, waiting. 
Shopkeepers sweep their doorways 
As the sun yawns down Main Street; 
they tend to the barrel planters outside their shops, 
each variegated bloom the same as the next. 
There used to be a record store over there, 
they sold eight-tracks, then cassettes tapes, and then CDs; 
it disappeared like the video store, and 
Ed’s print shop. 
Even Ed left and retired to Pennsylvania 
Now, there’s a new shop now selling 
vinyl LPs and hippie incense. It’s funny how some things never change, 
Even though they do. 
This is my hometown, 
but it’s everyone’s hometown, 
with its wide streets and 
large clock by the bank, 
with hands stopped by time.
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This is my hometown,
but it’s everyone’s hometown,
with its wide streets and 
large clock by the bank,
with hands stopped by time.
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Infinity 
Anita Sillery
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SILENT APOLOGY 
Shawn McCann 

The lake stills at dusk,
holding the pink and striated reflections
of the last claim of day.
The night creatures take the air
no longer encumbered by the
waning virtues of a long summer’s day,
shortening already leaning toward fall.
The lake fed by the surrounding peaks
of a winter long forgotten accept the burden
of our waste and humanity.
The children play on from morning
to evening and well into the night.
How delightful it is to remember
nothing but the small misfortunes
that a parent could remedy with
a slight pass of a hand removing
the vagrant strands of hair from their
fresh and furrowed brows, 
and their eyes set on nothing
but the small promises of tomorrow. 
Now I lean back and gather in the next generation,
watching every child, and apologize
to them all in the small silences of my mind,
knowing that their burden will
be much heavier than mine.
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Girl by the Lake 
Chris Bowman
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SUNSHINE 
Paul Marshall

Eight of us drove to the lake one night, 
then moved through the field beyond. 
Secluded, we sat in tall grass under the lone oak tree 
sharing laughter until we cried. 
A colorful evening, 
cascading shooting stars. 
Echoes in the darkness from dusk till dawn, 
when the laughter ended, our sunshine was gone. 
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Downtown 
Joseph Verrastro
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S(C)ENT 
Helese Smauldon

I don’t remember how he smells.

 I figured this out while I was folding laundry. The shirt you gave me two years 
ago, so that I could always smell you – it doesn’t smell like you anymore. 

 It no longer had your scent; your distinctive fusion of pheromones and sweat 
that made me moan when I nuzzled into the thick, deep brown-colored crescent 
between your neck and your shoulder. I used to inhale, deeply, like a Buddha 
preparing to meditate. But now, I can’t pull conjure it up from the place in my 
memory that was once reserved for only you. 

 The place where I once meditated on only you. Once, you were my every 
thought; you were more than my everything. 

 I don’t know when it really started … did it begin with Maritza? Or did 
it begin before it really started? Did I ever have the confidence to couple with 
such a gorgeous man? A man who I perceived every woman wanting him, and 
him wanting to experience the scent of them? I think I was threatened from the 
beginning. I never knew what secrets from your past you were hiding … and you 
didn’t know mine. Mostly that I’d been broken, so I created very ugly reasons in my 
mind as excuses to pull you in only to shut you out. Mostly, that I was so scared to 
lose something that I was never meant to have: total control over any situation that 
included an “I love you … ”

 Yesterday, when you called, I ignored it. I wasn’t ready for what was on the 
other end of that phone. Did you call just to say hi, to check up on me? Or were 
you going to ask questions? For me, this time, I had to ignore you. And when I felt 
the soft cotton of your shirt, between my fingers, I didn’t even feel an urge to cry.

 I never thought I could close my heart to you. I never thought there’d be a 
time when I looked at something that was once yours and I wouldn’t feel the thump 
in my chest of a skipped heartbeat, and the heat of flush in my face indicating some 
emotion on the spectrum of sadness. I never thought I’d get over you; I’m not sure  
I wanted to.

 People told me no contact was the best thing for break ups. My father prayed 
for me, asking for strength for me as I moved on. I thought he was talking about  
the trauma of all we’d been through together; I never thought he was talking about 
the love. 

 When I’m in my house, I still open the cabinet to look for things where they 
were in our apartment in Charlotte. When a song we both loved plays an app,  
I want to screenshoot it and text you “Remember this?” 
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 But I don’t. The need for me to do that is waning now, like the moon that I 
once used to wish on to bring us closer to together. Now, I just bathe in her full 
moonlight, waiting silently with bare breasts for the next aroma that will turn my 
world upside down.

 I think I’m beginning not to love you anymore. 

 I can’t even remember your scent … 
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Overlooking Prague 
Yee Mee Lee
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TOLD YOU SO 
Ras Moshe

all roads converge
each with an inner destination
each path a diagram of meridians
outlining the directions
calls to be heeded
messages to be understood
complacency takes too much time
my story is your story
with variations
the chords rising and falling in their own speculations
declarations-expectations-divinations-exultations
we envelop into our self-created theater
but keep the light on so
we’ll know where we’re going
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View of Assisi 
Yee Mee Lee
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HOP BROOK 
Liz Lauricella

 I had always been the rule follower of the family and I suppose my mother 
never considered me much of a flight risk because it was my bedroom window 
that opened directly to the roof of the garage. Even if I was smoking cigarettes and 
blasting AC/DC at 13 years old, I still pulled in decent grades and never really got 
in trouble. My brother, James, got in enough trouble for the both of us, so maybe 
mom was just too tired to care about me. And anyway, I made it my policy to fade 
into the woodwork always. 

 One night, when I was 14, I snuck out of my house to meet the kids from 
school on the other side of Powers’ Pond. James had shown me how to jump 
from the garage roof and catch hold of the big branch of the oak tree. I shimmied 
my way down, my thighs and palms burned a little from sliding over the bark, then 
grabbed a branch, swung down, and hit the ground running. The back woods  
were never as dark as you might expect and tonight everything was lit up with a 
bright moon and clear skies. I knew could find my way through these woods with 
my eyes closed.

 When my father took a job with Digital Equipment Company in the late 1960s, 
my parents settled down in a wealthy, super-white suburb to the west of Boston. 
Home to the historic Longfellow’s Wayside Inn and the Little Red School House 
where Mary once brought her little lamb, Sudbury had a dreamy New England town 
center and an excellent school system. My mother left her government position 
overseas when she met and married my father, then busied herself with her new  
job of being a wife and setting up their home. 

 Built in 1963, it was a practical and smart split-level home featuring three 
bedrooms, a modern kitchen, and formal living and dining rooms. The house was 
brown with yellow shutters, and was set back from the street. Just a few months 
after construction had been completed, my parents bought the house from the 
builders and set about chasing the American Dream. They added on a two-car 
garage and reconfigured the ground floor layout to create a study for my father, 
complete with thick shag carpeting, a full wall of built-in bookshelves, and a fully 
stocked wet bar. From old photos, I can see my father sitting in his Eames, a 
highball glass nestled into his grip; the reel-to-reel tape player spinning in the corner. 
On the opposite side of the dark, wood-paneled wall was the room that would 
become a sparsely-finished playroom with a scratchy aquamarine sofa, a black 
and white television set perched atop a filing cabinet, and a pair of sliding glass 
doors that opened to a small, slate-covered patio nestled right into the edge of 
undeveloped woods.

 Ten years and two babies later, my father and his chair left for greener and 
younger pastures. My mom got the house in the divorce, and who could argue? 
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It was basically brand new and had been paid for with cash. Besides, there had 
been no other place for us to go. She found a job, and by sheer force of will and 
remarkable obstinacy, she made it work. The trade-off, of course, was that she was 
almost always tired and too frequently put out by the messiness of children. A lone 
divorcee in a thick herd of professional wives and homemakers, I imagine that she 
felt uncomfortable in the company of these perfect, two-parent families. She didn’t 
socialize, choosing only to make polite, if not terse, conversation. And only when 
necessary. Inside our home, she was equally guarded; she kept herself at an arm’s 
length – both physically and emotionally. 

 My earliest memories from childhood are of being alone. I spent hours curled 
up in the corner of my father’s old study, now dank and empty. I taught myself to 
read, and quickly found new friends in Peter Rabbit and Corduroy, then Ramona 
Quimby, Pippi Longstocking and Anne of Green Gables. Sometimes, when the 
house was silent and still, I would dash back and forth across the room, then 
quickly crouch down to watch the tiny dust particles floating like glitter in the bright 
shafts of light that fell from the room’s two small, high windows. Once, I fell asleep 
under the counter of the bar, with the wooden cabinet doors pulled closed. I woke 
up there the next morning, in the same stuffy and cramped space. Everyone else 
was too busy; no one had bothered to look for me. 

 Our property backed up into what was now state conservation land, so 
we would never have neighbors to our left or behind us. And that also meant no 
construction between us and the main road. Our back yard turned out to be roughly 
80 acres of untouched woods and wetlands. We spent long summer afternoons 
tromping up and down the steep wooded hillsides from the brook, where we would 
fish for trout or try to catch frogs. When we were a little older, we bushwhacked our 
way through to the Old Stone House, built to store munitions and supplies by the 
Minutemen during the Revolutionary War.

 Every year, after the thaw, it was like an unveiling of a new amusement park 
and all the neighborhood kids would take off into the woods to see what the 
previous winter had brought. The best and most significant change to happen in 
those backwoods was in 1985, when a bolt of lightning struck down a giant, old 
birch tree sending it falling back and across the Hop Brook, just below the falls. 
The tree trunk was solid, and it split naturally with two wide arms that stretched 
out across the river. You could sit on the log and recline just-so, the perfect angle 
to lean back and rest against the other arm, like nature’s La-Z-Boy. Christy and I 
used to sit there and drop rocks into the current as it rushed underneath us. Once 
when I was nine, I cut my left ring finger clear down to the bone while swimming 
in this water, not far beyond where the log sat now. The log also made for an ideal 
shortcut between our street and the Powers’ land, where we trespassed every 
winter to ice skate.
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 I had spent my whole life exploring and hiding in these woods, creating 
elaborate and imaginary worlds, building forts or poking under logs. Over the years, 
I came to think of these woods as protective and private; the trees and underbrush 
held me like a baby and the sounds of landscape were like my own kind of lullaby. 
So that night, when I found myself cutting through the Davis’s backyard and 
ducking down their path into the woods, I stopped worrying about getting caught. 
My footing was sure and I made quick time up and over the ridge and back down 
again, deep into the ravine where the river turned in on itself before winding its way 
back out.

 Even before I got over the log and up to the next ridgeline, I could smell 
the smoke from the campfire in the clearing on the other side and I could hear 
Erica and Maggie’s voices followed by their shrill laughter. When I reached the fire 
circle, I could see Mike, Jeremy, Ben and David sitting on the other side of the fire. 
Someone had brought a flask of Mad Dog, and it was being passed around the 
campfire. By way of a greeting, I cleared my throat and slipped into the circle. I 
pulled a smoke from the pack of Marlboros I’d pinched from James and whispered, 
“Hey David, got a light?” Eventually, the flask came around to me, and I took a long 
pull and then felt that magical burning all the way down deep into my belly. I had 
spent most of my life being invisible, and this exactly how I imagined bravery and 
strength might taste. For a long while, I sat staring into the fire, just listening to all 
the noises of the party and the night woods. When I began to feel the weight of 
someone’s stare on me, I looked up and found Ben watching me. His smile broke 
and it was soft and warm, both genuine and broad. 

 At just 16, Ben was already over six feet tall and he had the loveliest long, 
sandy blonde hair that fell in soft, gentle curls to perfectly set off his square jaw. 
Sometimes I saw him in the hallways at school, but he always seemed like a man 
among boys. He had mossy green eyes and wore square, metal glasses. On this 
night, he was wearing a felt, forest green, floppy hat and a beat up old tie-dyed 
t-shirt that hung squarely from his broad shoulders. He smelled like clean laundry 
and cloves.

 Later, we played truth or dare and Maggie was dared to let Jon go to third 
base with her. They wandered off into the night, holding hands and whispering.  
I didn’t feel any more of that bravery and strength, so when it was my turn, I quietly 
took Truth and hoped they’d go easy on me. 

 “What’s the farthest you’ve ever been with a boy?” they had wanted to know. 
I could feel my cheeks flush, bright and prickling-hot, giving away my inexperience 
and shame. 

 “C’mon, tell us!” Erica said as she jabbed her bony elbow into my side. She 
was giggling and maybe a little drunk. Most of the girls in my class had steady 
boyfriends, some were probably already doing it, too. Aside from kissing Tim 
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Masters in the firewood shed when we were seven, or holding hands with Donald 
Carmen at Roller Kingdom last year, I remained tragically inexperienced.

 I tried to play it cool, yet I knew I was anything but. So, I just shrugged my 
shoulders and mumbled, “I’ve never kissed a boy.” Then I busied myself with finding 
the cigarettes I’d crammed into my jean jacket. Thankfully, Jeremy’s turn was next 
and he took the dare to run around the clearing, naked. We passed a bottle of 
Boone’s Farm around the fire pit; Ben pulled out his guitar and started plucking out 
some chords. 

 The air was thick and heavy with the prickly smell of swamp cabbages and 
the sweetness of decay and mud. The shrieks and cackles of the night herons in 
the marsh rose above the peepers, crickets, and any number of stray cats in heat 
to create an unusual and animated chorus. The fire crackled and popped, and as 
the night spun to morning, we’d quieted down, too, staring silently at the flames 
as they twirled down and disappeared in the glowing embers. I felt dizzy from the 
alcohol and exhaustion, but there, deep in the woods and in the infancy of that 
new day, everything felt possible. When the skies started to suggest the rising sun, 
we stood and shoveled dirt on the fire, collected our empties, and cleaned up our 
cigarette butts. In an instant, we scattered, disappearing into the woods and back 
into the world. Waiting to cross the log and head back up the ravine, I realized I’d 
forgotten my jacket.

 “Hey!” he called after me as I ran back up the hill. “I’ll wait here.” 

 I was a little out of breath when I got back down. I saw a pink Lady’s Slipper 
peeking through the roots and underbrush of the log. There, at the mid-way point, 
just after the tree’s arms split, Ben stood looking up at the sky as it was shifting 
from black to blue to purple, like a bruise. I waited a minute, I didn’t want to intrude. 
Beneath my foot, a stick broke, giving me away. We were instantly connected in the 
startle and relief; I took the low arm of the log and met him in the middle. We stood 
there for a long time, quiet and still, watching the day bloom around us. 

 “Hey,” he said, bumping me slightly. “What you said up there, is it true?”

 I couldn’t bring myself to answer him, so I shrugged my shoulders again and 
nodded. I was glad he couldn’t see my face, painted in humiliation. In the distance,  
I could hear the plaintive calls of the mourning doves. Just as I turned to head 
home, back to my invisible life, I felt his hand catch mine; he gave it a squeeze  
and held on. 

 We were standing so close that I could feel his breath skip across the back of 
my neck. He leaned over my shoulder and whispered, “Please say you’ll meet me 
here again tomorrow night.”
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Elephant Bath 
Natural Langdon
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PASSIVE AGGRESSION 
Calvin Otis Butts, IV

Live and breathe noxious fumes of anger. Struggle to prevent the marbling 
of emotion. Mental handcuffs restrain elemental essences. Epochs of  
fury churn in Rationalized irrationality filters to freedom. Even, controlled 
bursts of fine, aged, distilled venom, administered directly to the ears, 
straight, no chaser. Eyes of fire reveal oceans of magma rolling deep,  
a time-release formula.

Even robots have emotional limits; when reached, result in explosion. Acid 
spewed at the feet, s l o w l y devouring skin, flesh, bone, soul, the sight of 
which soothes the seething cauldron which erodes from within.
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Rush 
Lawrence Henderson
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I DON’T 
Aliza Burton

I see you 
out there in your car,
smoke coming out of the window,
don’t think 
I don’t.

I don’t
like it.
Why put money down
to buy
less of life?
We are given so much
you squander it.
I don’t
like it.

Your breath,
I see it
is it the cold
or the smoke?

I smell you 
as you come in
tossed jacket
reeking.
I love you
but.

You love
your butts.
Nothing I say
will make a difference.

I don’t 
like that.
I don’t like that 
I have no influence
anymore.
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What Will They Call This Day? 
Daniel Smith
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DRAIN YOU 
Josh Smith

Coveting and fear:
the things we spend on,
the things we save for.

Coveting spends faster,
fear spends bigger.

Fear tells us not to spend on desire –
coveting says that fear is tomorrow’s worry.

The safe investment is in the industries:
mid-life-crisis sports cars, and insurance.
The money still smells of pheromones when it changes hands.
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Subway Seats 
Lawrence Henderson
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THE ARTISAN IN THE WORKER 
Reaction to Public Works of Art Seminar 
John Parente

They don’t know about bruised hands, blistered feet!
We learned how to improvise,
strengthen some other muscle,
deeply embedded memory,
tactfully, gracefully, next time, next task,
strengthened our minds / were almost craftsmen now!
Moving along, all set up, got this going, time flies, get it done, no problem
No pain
Learned to work like gentlemen

We learned painstakingly,
looking to hold a union card, 
we know we are judged on “That took an hour and 1/2?”
This is our test now!
School-scales, leveled grades, and timed tests don’t apply 
the Dept. of Ed. had no bearing on these kids
Who can teach work ethic?
Who can teach comradery and brotherhood?
Sacrifice?
Everything we make with our hands is beautiful and useful
Everything I do for my partner, can be counted on
Let consistency be my strength
We cannot stop envisioning, modeling, formation – human nature
The itch, vaguely familiar to the pain 
stained in our memories,
helps us realize the next work
pushing a need inside of us, turns our stomachs
forecasting the next design
can’t ignore the need to make it button
Stronger than any chemical, yet modest and subtle
We have an eccentric vigilance to make it plumb and level

II.
I took this photograph soaking wet with sweat
Snapshot: an apprentice on a diet, in debt
As we all did, we all do
“We all been thru it kid! I remember, I was exactly like you … ”
Now I got support
they told me they told me they told me they tired of me
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Earned what I was supposed to learn
Most importantly I found out that all the tradesmen are human
They will surprise you if you underestimate
Mike Rose isn’t surprised
He knows we’re thinking; 
What was the last worker getting at? 
What were they driving towards here – how can I finish it?

The hairstylist and the electrician both master their craft
Need to be reminded, I’m a human being not a human doing
Thank something I’m not doing paperwork!
building is part of our being 
were not just simply doing our job … this is us
so why do I always hear: “you know this is an 80/20, right?”
and: “you know the industry is going to shit, right?”

You cannot generalize about the intelligence of workers
We’re from Bauhaus Bloodline,
among us is Dr. Howard Gardner 
gifted in eight ways, ’cept not all at once
forged by fire, putting love into my work
I’m going to use what they don’t teach us in school
none of us were born with our skills

I need to fix, figure, prep, and improvise 
faking a flute solo to open a parachute
I compose a pile of reusable stuff
Score!
I’m in Dead Horse Bay finding dunnage
what is emblematic of an era is worth saving
seize a little creative solace in every work
Ezra Pound is screaming, figuratively pushing literal artists MAKE IT NEW!

WAIT
This is art? Well it is art for arts sake
Jackson Pollock out of a canon with no net in sight
he caught us looking at the effect and not the quality
now I’m the patron saint, staking my claim 
putting a stamp on 
what lies underneath 
isn’t so easy 
without a wedge
behind the thin wall, on the other side of the insulation,
around the studwork, through the slab
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will my offset bark if i stomp it?
performance aspect of my work?
debating contractor’s use of color / tearing walls down 

Who is going to tell the richest person in Pittsburgh
the person that
gives back more money in terms of resources for the community
more than they profit
Who is going to tell them anything about what is art and what is work
We come together, fill an auditorium
raise funds, make it about the future
I’m Theaster Gates, setting up a scene at a convention center
I feel you Mr. Gates!
Sometimes the worker is this maestro, a director, a composer

The beats knew the value of a working-class America
Jack Kerouac called the early American jazz musician “the essential American”
They were told they had to make it, had to persevere
Jack took his labor on the road like Mark Twain’s pioneers
met singers who could blow a note through the ceiling and up at the starry night sky
I lift my pipe-bender this time with a different approach, 
I’m Miles Davis on air guitar! 
Repeat my practice like a singer
Run-through, drill, again
I practice, I pray
If I am penitent, patient, I’ll get it done 
looks practically perfect, no dog no curve

Crafting, drawing, his training took years
meticulous, eye of a genius, might have been the greatest
turned his back on the norm
Who shot Andy Warhol!
Collaborated his work with life and changed art

I have to not care what anybody might think and follow my training
I can break through and be an original
“I cannot explain the level of frustration I feel when I look at the 
pile of paperwork in front of getting a commissioned piece of public art,”
proclaimed the great-great grandson of John D. Rockefeller 
and so many after him
struggle inside of struggle
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III.
My work comes from my mind for now
I’m an artist so I’m sensitive about one thing: All of my shit
It is my baby, I feel 
that a work is done when it is done.
Relief, like a solo mom with her first little master
in the one last private moment … breathe
crying baby finally does go down
watch ’em sleep lovingly 
just getting up is laboring, but it’s truly living life
we get to work out puzzles we foresee
‘the working class’ because we work it all out
may not have it all together but 
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Gears 
Anita Sillery
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EARTH CLOCK-TIME/LINES 
Ras Moshe

forward growth through concrete cracks
open space fields give birth to herbs and food
inevitable expanse of nature’s cycle
inward and withdrawn with bare limbs
then onward to green evolution
given energy by the songs of the sun
flesh turns chi
heated showers of rays
the heliocentric RA
this circular ritual is always welcome when it comes
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Bahia Sunset 
Natural Langdon
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DAGSBORO 
Paul Marshall

The drive to Dagsboro that night was daunting
Into storm clouds we drove
Strong winds, sheets of rain, foreboding thunder
Surrounded us.

Perhaps we kept driving that night
Believing this storm to be calmer
Than the one we’d left behind.
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Brute Spring 
Joseph Verrastro
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JAZZ REALITIES 
Ras Moshe

man, like, that cat flew like a bird
he was known to be as timid as a mouse
but he could always smell a rat
he was no chicken
even though they treated him like a dog, you dig?
he knew something was fishy
cause that cat has the memory of an elephant

like, man, back at the crib we all crashed
then woke up like a rooster in the morning
but don’t bug out just cause there’s snakes in the grass
man, be cool,
because Friday the eagle will fly
that’s no lie
and you know why
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Harlequinetic III  
by Eddie Shellman
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INDUCTION 
Paul Marshall

 You would never know that my father is a man of means. The rusty truck he 
drives should have been scrapped 20 years ago. He and his lifetime companion, 
Melanie Greene, live on a small farm in the middle of nowhere. He wears his greying 
hair in a ponytail that stretches to the middle of his back. His clothes are ratty. He 
hunts and fishes to put food on the table. Yet he owns rental property throughout 
Western New York and Canada, paid cash for a single prop biplane, and is part 
owner of a private airfield. Meet Adahy (aka Jimmy) Rogers. Adahy is Cherokee 
for ‘lives in woods’ and suits my father well. It was given to him in honor of his 
grandfather who was also named Adahy. 

 I am introduced to Adahy in 1992, just after my 37th birthday. No, he isn’t a 
deadbeat dad who shirked his responsibilities. My crazy, hippy dippy mother never 
thought to tell him he had a son. I grew up knowing several men as my father. Most 
were bohemian like mom, but she eventually settled for a draftsman named Brian. 
Brian is young enough to be my older brother. Brother Brian. No “Papa” for him!

 My mom looks, and often acts, half her age. She too is Native American, from 
the Mashpee Wampanoag tribe that once populated Cape Cod. She and my father 
met on the Cape while attending a “teach-in” as they called it, where grass roots 
artists honed their skills and were inspired to expand their level of consciousness by 
gurus like Timothy Leary. “It was a trip worth taking,” she’s always said. And I am 
the result of taking “one too many hits.” No pun!

 I am not my father’s only child, but I am his only son. That makes me special, 
in his eyes. He has four daughters with Melanie. Mel plays a folk guitar and is an 
organic gardening nut from Cleveland. She is a sweet lady. Down to earth and soft 
spoken like my mom. 

 Shortly after we meet, Adahy asks if there is anything special that I’d like  
to do with him. You know, a father and son thing. At 37 I don’t see myself sitting  
on his lap learning how to drive a tractor, so I blurt, “Let’s take in a ballgame.”  
I hate baseball. Judging by the way he turns up his nose I can tell he is not a  
big fan either.

 “Is there anything you would like to do?” I ask.

 His eyes light up like fireworks in the night sky. He has been waiting for  
this moment.

 “There is,” he says. “A ceremonial rite my father passed on to me when I was 
a young man. I would have shared it with you when you were in your late teens or 
early 20s had I been your father in those days. It would mean a lot to me to share it 
with you now.”
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 Adahy doesn’t expound on the nature of the ceremony. “You must experience 
it as it happens, without preconceived notions,” he explains. “Participating will earn 
you a name among the Chiefs who still practice traditional ceremony.” 

 As he speaks I see the want in his gentle, deep brown eyes. He longs to 
connect. Not at a superficial level. Something deeper. Staring into my eyes, he 
penetrates my soul. Without a word I hear him say, “You are my son. Cherokee.” 

 I break his gaze to sip my coffee. I’m not into my heritage like he is. And the 
thought of spending two weeks in Oklahoma isn’t high on my priority list. Yet deep 
down I know that this is an opportunity to meld with my father, the man I’ve wanted 
in my life ever since my mother came clean. “I’m honored. Count me in.”

 The morning of our trip I meet Lady Luck. She’s a 1931 Student Prince. One 
of only three manufactured before the great depression forced the company out of 
business. Adahy walks me around the plane, pointing to its features while telling the 
story of how he found it buried under a layer of tarps in someone’s barn. “Picked 
her up for a song and a dance,” he says with a smile. “Had it painted yellow after 
flying over a field of sunflowers. There had to be a thousand acres of ’em. I never 
want to forget how happy they made me. Seeing all those smiling faces looking up 
at me as I flew overhead. You see a lot of neat things from the air.”

 We load our bags into the tiny cargo area and walk toward the front of the 
plane. Raising his arm he points to the propeller and says, “Lady Luck didn’t come 
with a starter. You have to hand prop it. It has a Kinner B5 engine with an impulse 
coupler. If you throw the prop to hard it won’t start.” He motions for me give it 
a try. I put my hands on the blade and give it a whirl. After several attempts the 
engine roars into life and we board Lady Luck. The flight will take two to three days, 
depending upon the weather. He informs me that we’ll have to stop every two to 
three hours because the tank only holds 21 gallons of fuel and burns seven to eight 
gallons per hour. Great! I’ll get plenty of pee breaks!

 We sit in an open cockpit and fly at an altitude of 2-3,000 feet. This is wicked 
cool! I soar like an eagle, feeling the air rushing all around me. Without a cloud in 
the sky I can see for miles. Mother Earth looks different from this vantage point. 
Peaceful. Serene. 

 Two days after takeoff we land the aircraft at our final destination to the fanfare 
of about 30 onlookers. It is the biggest welcome we have had the entire trip. Adahy 
embraces and introduces me to several men he has known for many years. Some 
are connected to the private airfield, others have come for the festivities. It feels like 
the start of a family reunion. 

 A short while after landing, half a dozen of us pile into a small bus, leaving the 
airstrip for Budget Car Rental. Adahy should have been given the Cherokee name 
for tighter-than-the-bark-on-a-tree. Instead of renting a car at Budget, we walk 
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across the street and pick up a two door, 1979 Chevy Chevette from a local. It is six 
dollars a day cheaper, and a tight squeeze and bumpy ride.

 The sun is beginning to set as we pull into the driveway of a tan, two story 
saltbox style farmhouse. “This is the house I grew up in,” Adahy informs me. “There 
is someone here I would like you to meet.”

 He knocks on the side door and walks in. Upon entering he introduces me to 
a woman named Carol. Sitting in a recliner directly behind Carol is an elderly man 
with long, stringy grey hair watching Wheel of Fortune. It is warm in the house, 
yet he is wrapped in what appears to be a handwoven blanket. “Gawonii, this is 
my son, Christopher. Christopher, meet your grandfather, Gawonii Rogers.” A chill 
runs through my body. Seeing past the wrinkles and age spots it strikes me that 
I resemble him. I fight back the tears as he rises to his feet and our hands clasp. 
The old man gazes at me with the same penetrating eyes as my father. “Adahy told 
me you were coming,” he says with a soft voice. Wrapping his free arm around my 
shoulder, with a gentle squeeze he says, “Welcome to your family.” 

 Adahy pats his father on the back. “Rest up Pops. We have a big week ahead.”

 He walks me through the house. It is simple, decorated throughout with 
original Native American artworks of pottery, paintings and pencil sketches. The 
dining room is long and jets out from the back corner of the house. Tables are 
stretched from end to end with enough chairs for at least 60 people. Adahy points 
to pictures of his mother that hang on the walls, then to the portrait of a beautiful, 
middle aged woman hanging over a mantle. “That was my grandmother,” he says 
with pride. “To look at her you’d never guess she gave birth to 13 children.” He 
smirks. “Grandpa used to call her the ‘fertile turtle.’ He was a feisty old coot.”

 Walking out the back door and standing on the deck, he extends his arm  
and points his index finger toward the hills. “My grandfather and his brother once 
owned this land. From that ridgeline where the sun is setting,” he arcs his hand 
toward the east, “to the creek bed three miles down the road. They lost most of it  
in a land dispute with the whites, but Pop’s still owns about 200 acres.” Motioning 
to a section of woods that has been cut down and looks like a ski slope, he raises 
his head and gestures, “They found natural gas over there, not long after stealing 
their land.”

 The next morning Adahy and I join his friends for breakfast at the local diner. 
It’s hard not to notice that most of the people here have dark skin, black hair and 
brown eyes. And they know each other. We sit at a round table with six others, eat, 
chew the fat and drink pots of coffee for almost three hours. Being new to them I 
get asked a lot of questions and do most of the talking. Around 11:00 one of the 
men looks at my father and says, “I’m satisfied.” Another nods and says, “Me too,” 
and then everyone’s head is nodding.
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 “Christopher,” my dad starts on the way back to the house, “those men, 
they are my brothers. We are all members of The Black Hawk, a fraternal order of 
indigenous men who have taken obligations to look out for one another and work 
behind the scene for the advancement of Native American life. These are the men 
that conduct the rituals I spoke to you about. To become a member you have to be 
the son of a member in good standing, like my father was when he invited me to be 
inducted. And you can only be invited after obtaining the approval of at least three 
other members.”

 I don’t want to hurt my father’s feelings, but I’m not inclined toward becoming 
the member of a secret society. Other than being Indian by birth, I have no affiliation 
with tribal life or the affairs of those who grew up on reservations. But at the 
same time, I don’t want to insult my father or lose the opportunity to build a solid 
relationship with him. Regardless of how I feel, he is important to me. 

 “Are there members in Massachusetts?”

 “Yes,” he tells me. “There are clans in Springfield, Worcester, Plymouth and 
Narragansett, Rhode Island.”

 “What do they do?”

 “Look out for one another. Help when a need arises. Organize Pow Wow’s 
and other events around New England.”

 Never! I assure myself. My mother took me to one of those gatherings when I 
was in high school. I was bored to freaking tears! 

 Later in the day while we are resting, I ask if there is anything I can read to get 
better acquainted with Black Hawk. Adahy puts down the book he is reading about 
solar energy and assures me that there is not. “We don’t exist, except to each 
other,” he says.

 I don’t know what it is about the Roger’s men, but they have no conception 
of what it means to ride in comfort. The following evening, as my father chauffeured 
me and Gawonii to a remote cabin in the woods, my head hit the ceiling, twice, 
because the shocks and struts in Grandpa’s truck were blown. Needless to say, 
when we pulled into the parking lot Adahy squeezed the jalopy between two 
newer looking SUV’s. I made an obvious coughing noise to get their attention and 
eyeballed the vehicles next to ours. They laughed.

 Earlier in the day I made the decision to see what this hubbub is all about. 
Inside the cabin I am introduced to four other candidates seeking admittance to 
The Black Hawk. We are encouraged not to be nervous or afraid and informed that 
every member of the fraternal order has gone through this rite of initiation.
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 An elderly man wearing a full headdress takes his place of honor. “Tonight  
you have come seeking admittance to The Black Hawk as the child of a fraternal 
member, and if you are found worthy, you will leave as a brave, the first of four Black 
Hawk stations. As a brave, you will be invited to seek admittance to the next level 
of Black Hawk. But be advised that if for some reason you are unable to participate 
fully in this initial ritual, you will be forever banished from membership. Gentleman, 
you must now pay strict attention and do everything exactly as you are told.”

 Adahy and Gawonii walk over to where I am standing, take turns embracing 
me, wish me luck, and walk out the back door with several other men. I am the 
oldest of the five who are seeking admittance. We are escorted to a private room 
and instructed to remove our outer clothing and shoes, and then given traditional 
Cherokee clothing: leggings, moccasins, a war shirt and handstitched blanket. 
Once dressed we are introduced to a member that will serve as our guide, and 
blindfolded.

 After several minutes I am startled by loud banging. Bill, the first candidate, 
is led out. Twenty minutes go by before the next candidate, is taken. I am nervous, 
wondering what I’ve gotten myself into. I am the third to be called. 

 The chill of night air runs through my body as we step out of the cabin. I hear 
the crackle of burning wood as campfire smoke fills my nostrils. I love that smell. 
It reminds me of home. Led by my right arm, the guide takes me about 50 feet, 
stops, and turns my body slightly to the left.

 “Christopher, it is our understanding that you seek admittance to The Black 
Hawk. Have you come of your own free will?” 

 “I have.”

 My guide retakes my arm and leads me another 50 feet.

 “Christopher, have you been promised any personal benefit or reward in 
exchange for becoming a member of The Black Hawk?”

 “I have not. Only the benefit of fraternal brotherhood.”

 Again my arm is taken and we walk to another station.

 “Christopher, what have you come here seeking?”

 “Admittance to The Black Hawk.”

 I am now taken by both arms and led toward the fire. The heat warms me as 
I’m instructed to kneel, fold my hands and place them upon the rock in front of me.
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 “Christopher. Before taking the next step to become a brave, it is important 
to understand that you are seeking admittance to an elite fraternal society. Our 
members and our work are known only to each other.

 “Christopher. Do you promise, without any hesitation or reservation, to 
safeguard the secrets of The Black Hawk and its members?”

 “I do.”

 “And do you promise, under the penalty of having your tongue removed, 
your lips cut from your face, your eyes gouged from their sockets, your hands 
and fingers pulverized under the force of a sledgehammer, that you will not 
communicate in any fashion, to anyone at any time, under any circumstance,  
the secrets of The Black Hawk?”

 I pause for a moment before responding, “I do.”

 “Christopher! As Chief of The Black Hawk, I place the end of this spear  
upon your chest. Know that if you violate the promise you’ve just made and 
compromise the integrity of The Black Hawk, this spear will be thrust through  
your heart and lungs.” 

 “I understand.”

 “Proceed!”

 Still blindfolded I am taken to another guide who walks me away from the fire.

 “To become a brave, you must demonstrate a measure of bravery. It is my 
responsibility to lead you into the woods where you will spend the night sitting on 
a rock. You must remain blindfolded throughout the night. It is imperative that you 
do not remove the blindfold until you see the light of dawn shining through. If you 
remove the blindfold while the moon is still shining, you will forfeit membership in 
The Black Hawk.”

 We walk for what seems like a mile, fallen tree limbs snap under the weight of 
our feet. I have questions, but I am afraid to ask. When we arrive at our destination, 
I wrap myself in the thick blanket before taking a seat on the rock. At this point  
I am not sure if my body is shaking from the cool air, or the fear of being alone in  
the woods, unarmed and blindfolded. 

 This is crazy! Nuts! Totally insane! I don’t know what time it is, but the sun 
better come up soon! The minutes seem like hours. I cannot hide the fact that  
I am frightened. Scared to death. The noise coming from the army of crickets is 
deafening. Coyotes howl in the distance. I wonder if they will pick up my scent or  
if there are bears or panthers. What happens if I am attacked? I have no weapon, 
no guns or knives to protect myself. No spear! 
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 If I die, then this whole thing will be for naught. What would my wife do?  
I wonder what she is doing now. I haven’t called her since leaving Massachusetts! 
Coming here was a big mistake. “You need to do this,” Marie kept saying. “He’s 
your father.”

 Big deal! What good will it do if I don’t make it through the night!

 Relax, I tell myself. Breath. Calm down. Think pleasant thoughts.

 My father and grandfather went through this. They made it. I will make it too.

 The night rolls on. At times the wind kicks up and the sound of leaves  
dancing through the woods feels like footsteps coming toward me. I sit still as 
possible, knowing it will all be over soon. When birds begin to chirp I know the  
sun is rising. But my instructions are to remain blindfolded until I can see daylight. 
Just a bit longer.

 Feeling the heat of the morning sun and its light shining through the fibers, 
I remove the blindfold. I stand and give myself a good stretch, and then hear 
someone cough. Spinning around, there is my father and grandfather, sitting a short 
distance away, wrapped in blankets, rifles in hand. 

 Tears come to my father’s eyes as he stands and walks over to embrace me. 
Cupping my face in his hands, “It’s like I said, Christopher, we exist for each other.” 
He embraces me once more.

 Then Gawonii speaks. “The first tenet of being Cherokee, not to mention 
Black Hawk, is to always have your brothers back. You were never alone out here 
in the woods. And now you will never be left to fight life’s battles without the aid of 
your brothers.” I marvel at the comradery. 

 Upon returning to the cabin the five new members are formally received  
by the other men and we are given an overview of how we will spend the next 
several days. 

 Standing before them, something begins to change within me. For the first 
time, I am proud to be Cherokee. Proud to be my father’s son. 

 I embrace the talons of Black Hawk.
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THE ARK IN NEW ORLEANS 
Steven Mills  

 In January of 2011, I stood inside the gutted shell of a New Orleans home, 
staring at the swollen wooden planks that held up a floor, once upon a time. 
That time wasn’t so long ago – less than six years had passed since Katrina had 
changed the face of the southern United States – yet I felt as if the ground I was 
walking on was a desecrated ruin, a defiled holy place that only bore signs of pain. 
Someone had died in this house. They drowned in the crushing floods that took so 
many others, and here we were, prying up rusted nails and discussing floor plans.

 The year prior, my father had accompanied the Presbyterian Disaster Relief 
to New Orleans to continue the slow process of rebuilding the city in the wake 
of Hurricane Katrina. When he returned home six days later the stories of his trip 
were spilling out of him, as if he had reached his capacity for experiences. Alligator 
gumbo, prayer circles, bluegrass bands, southern hospitality, creole quirks. Every 
team in the PDR is assigned to a home, and they work with the homeowner to 
help them rebuild. The homeowner my father worked with was Jerry, and I heard 
so many stories about Jerry that when I went with the Disaster Relief a year later 
I recognized him before we were introduced. When the New Orleans Saints won 
the Super Bowl in 2010, my father called Jerry from our home in New York to 
congratulate him; that’s how close they became in their short time together.

 When my team was informed that we would not be working with a 
homeowner, that the house we were rebuilding was owned by the Disaster Relief,  
I had to hide the evidence of my sinking heart. I had come down to help rebuild, 
but in my mind I pictured an experience similar to my father’s, interacting with locals 
and building a repertoire of interesting stories. Instead I was working on what the 
PDR officials were calling the first step in the next phase of rebuilding. The home we 
were working on was owned entirely by the relief fund, and their plan was to rebuild 
it and finance it for low income families to live in.

 They referred to our house lovingly as an ark.

 But to me, that was overly optimistic. The “house” that stood before us was 
a ramshackle collection of walls and loose shingles. The entryways were covered 
by tarps which did nothing to keep the blistering cold wind out. Insulation had long 
since been ripped out, leaving only the pitiful sight of faded wooden planks. The 
floorboards and drywall were a distant memory, leaving the beams naked and open 
to the world. They may have called it an ark, but I called it a skeleton.

 My job was to pull out old, rusty, broken nails from the floor beams. The 
aged wood splintered and groaned under pressure, and the nails rarely survived 
the strain of the crowbar. This meant I had to grind them down, rip them out, 
sand the damage away. I started to feel indignant that I, the person with the most 
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woodworking experience despite being the youngest by far, was stuck in the  
mud doing the unskilled labor while everyone else got interesting work. This  
wasn’t true, but it was how I felt. Sulking between these support beams, with  
the bare walls and exposed rafters, I visualized myself standing in the ribcage  
of my New Orleans skeleton.

 The project manager overseeing the slow resurrection of this corpse was a 
history buff from Buffalo who interspersed stories in between telling me not to step 
on nails. We visualized Andrew Jackson conspiring with pirates to defend Louisiana 
from the French in the War of 1812. We got to see the growth of New Orleans from 
the ground up. This made the nail pulling a little less offensive to me, but at the end 
of the day I was still doing my best not to be miserable. When I heard the other 
group talk about working with Jerry, my father’s Jerry, I went to bed early.

 The next day we returned to our ribcage, still battered but now nail-less, 
and we spent the day cursing the original builders. I considered myself a middle 
class rebel, but repairing a house not built to code gave me a new respect for 
codes. Floor beams were spaced randomly, sometimes 10 and a half inches apart, 
sometimes 14 and three quarter inches. My job was to measure and cut support 
beams that would hold up the floorboards, and since the house was built by 
randomly throwing 2-by-6’s at the foundation this took a good deal of patience that 
I barely had. It was careful work, which meant that for a 19 year old hell-bent on 
making a difference it was frustrating work.

 I found myself thinking about the old inhabitants of this skeleton when it 
had flesh on its bones and blood in its veins, back in 2005. We were in a poorer 
neighborhood where Katrina caused the most damage, and in the city, poorer 
meant blacker. It was no secret that these neighborhoods were considered “less 
significant” than the richer, whiter areas of the city by government officials. Whoever 
lived here had died as a result of this terrible storm, and, more disturbingly, as a 
result of government action.

 On April 29, 1927, government officials used 39 tons of dynamite to blow the 
levees in Caernarvon, Louisiana, a historically poor neighborhood, to save New 
Orleans from a flood. Despite the deliberate destruction of black neighborhoods 
and the evidence that showed this action was unnecessary, the officials in charge of 
this decision were lauded as heroes for their quick thinking to save the city. Though 
the people affected by this decision were promised restitution, none was ever 
given. In the 1960s another hurricane hit New Orleans, and the levees protecting 
the poorer districts broke under what was called “mysterious circumstances.” No 
heroes were raised this time, but that also meant any pretense of reparations was 
gone as well.

 In 2005, there was no explosion, no mysterious circumstance; there was only 
the unrelenting force of the storm. The government officials had been forthcoming 
in their preparation for the storm, with mass evacuations and the deployment 
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of the National Guard. But when the floods came, and the waves crashed 
against the defenses of New Orleans, the wear and disrepair of the levees in black 
neighborhoods gave way to the storm. Once again the levees burst open in poorer 
neighborhoods before they were destroyed anywhere else, and once again the black 
community of New Orleans received the worst of the destruction. Though the other 
neighborhoods were severely affected by the storm, the flood defenses in the richer 
districts were significantly sturdier, better designed and more frequently repaired.

 As I screwed the new, bright, treated 2-by-6’s into the floor beams, I thought 
of the homeowners fighting against the fury of nature with no one at their side. At 
the time I still believed in heaven, and I hoped they were watching us. Maybe they 
were overjoyed to see their skeletal home come back to life, even if piece by piece, 
or maybe they were simply happy that someone cared enough to build a home for 
the less fortunate. My ears burned red with shame whenever I thought about the 
future of this house, and when I went to bed that night I vowed to stop complaining.

 Flooring was laid the following morning, and we all took turns skipping along 
the plywood. Technically we were testing the floor’s structural integrity, but we could 
have done that by walking; the skipping was just for us. For the first time since I’d 
arrived in New Orleans I felt as though I was on solid ground. The darkness of the 
aged wooden beams above us emphasized the brightness of the planks beneath 
our feet. Everything smelled like pine and sawdust, and the smoky scent of wooden 
planks being cut lingered as we made our way across the French Quarter that night.

 It’s impossible to traipse around Bourbon Street without feeling a connection 
to the city. The people walking by greeted us with thick creole accents and thicker 
smiles. Some men were playing jazz in the streets, and we were swept up in 
dancing with the locals who were kind enough not to laugh at my awkward shuffling 
feet. Music permeated from every corner. If Buffalo can be described by its lake-
effect snow and failing sports teams, New Orleans can be defined by the music that 
lives in every inch of the city.

 We ate dinner at a bar which specialized in alligator gumbo and live bluegrass 
bands. I was still wearing my shirt that said in large white letters “PRESBYTERIAN 
DISASTER RELIEF,” which meant that I spent much of my night shaking people’s 
hands and being embraced. I wasn’t quite sure how to tell them that I didn’t need 
thanks in a way that didn’t sound overly humble, but it was the truth. I realized 
then that I hadn’t come down here to help, I had come to New Orleans for my own 
selfish reasons, but I didn’t know how to articulate this to them. So instead I just 
said, “It’s really not a problem,” over and over until they thanked me for the last time 
and left. 

 But my reasons for helping mattered little to the people of New Orleans; what 
mattered was that they weren’t forgotten by the whole world. This seems so odd 
to those of us living in our comfortable homes up North. Hurricane Katrina was a 
disaster, but that disaster was old hat, a villain long since dealt with; however, to 
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those living in the poorer sections of New Orleans – the section that took the  
brunt of the damage and still bears scars today – Katrina happened 11 years 
ago, and yesterday. The survivors live under the constant shadow of that storm; 
they only have to look to the vacant lots in the grass, at the concrete slabs littered 
around these fields that were once neighborhoods, and they feel the flood waters 
rising again.

 When we left the bar we ran into a group of white New Orleans natives who 
saw my shirt and once again praised me for my selfless acts, but one man in the 
group asked why I was still here at all. “Isn’t all the work already done?” he asked. 
When we told him about the houses still being worked on his jaw dropped. His 
home had been rebuilt several months after Katrina, and to him the city became 
whole again when he stepped through his newly painted doorway. 

 This is what I thought of on our fourth and final day working on our skeleton. 
We spent the day lifting walls, installing closets, and giving form to what had been 
an empty space. Nails were driven back into the floor, sawdust drifted lazily through 
the sunbeams peering through the open windows, and at the end of the day life 
had returned to the world. I remembered the way the house had resembled a 
ribcage only three days ago, and now it had floors, walls, closets, doorways. When 
I looked back into the house for the last time I thought of the former owners, of the 
man I met last night who was shocked to find us here, but mostly I thought of the 
future. Children would skip across this floor as we had, adults could sit back and let 
the memories of Katrina fade away from their minds.

 Death and destruction came to Louisiana in 2005, and six years later we were 
still forcing the memory of pain away. I came to New Orleans expecting to change 
it, but instead I changed with the city. The skeleton we worked on was gone; it was 
repurposed into something new, something greater. The ark of New Orleans was 
more than home, it was a gateway into a life of possibility, a life in which this amazing, 
beautiful, musical city could become whole again for everyone. And when the sun 
rises over the ark, I hope that the memory of the storm is washed away forever.
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THE WORST LIE I EVER TOLD 
Josh Smith

My number isn’t
867-5309.
Sorry about that.



The View 
Anita Sillery
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CHRIS BOWMAN became familiar with 
photography at a young age. Beginning 
around 10 years of age, he recalls always 
having a Kodak 110 camera with him. 
He loved how it looked, how it felt, how it 
sounded, and ultimately what it did. Today, 
not much has changed.  
Artist Statement: As a person who is 
passionate about life, photography allows 
me to visually describe how I see the world 
while at the same time preserve the things 
I care about. Whether it’s a gesture or an 
expression, a combination of colors or 
the way a streetlight falls onto a darkened 
avenue, I am constantly moved by life’s 
elusive moments. 

RAS MOSHE BURNETT is a student at 
Empire State College and recently acquired 
an Associate in Arts degree. He is working 
toward a Master’s degree in Music Therapy. 
He was born in Brooklyn on the 22nd of 
March 1968 and is a jazz saxophonist  
and poet. Ras believes in the positive role 
that the arts can have on personal and 
social change.

ALIZA BURTON is a part-time 
bookkeeper as well as a part-time religious 
schoolteacher. She lives with her fiancé Rich 
and their cat and dog in Yonkers. She loves 
reading, traveling, learning new things as 
well as studying with her daughter Briana, 
who is also in college at this time.

CALVIN OTIS BUTTS is a recent graduate 
of ESC with a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Creative Writing.

LAWRENCE HENDERSON is a student 
at ESC, majoring in photography with 
Professor Terry Boddie. He is an avid 
photographer who recently took an interest 
in Digital Painting. This interested was 

inspired by Professor Betty Wilde-Biasiny 
who encouraged her students to challenge 
their artistic capabilities.  
Artist Statement: I’ve always loved taking 
and editing photographs. Having the means 
to change, alter or restore an existing photo 
challenges my creativity and appeals to 
my radical approach to art. Shortly after 
taking a digital painting class with Professor 
Betty, I realized I could make the ultimate 
Photoshop edits by converting digital 
photographs into digital paintings. I’ve 
decided to take three my photos and turn 
them into Impressionist digital paintings. 
The challenge I had was to make them 
look like an Impressionist painting. In the 
digital transformation, I tried not to take 
out too much detail but wanted to leave 
enough blurred lines and motion for the 
viewer to recognize the scene instantly. 
Listed below are the titles and description 
of the photographs. • Lady in Red. I wanted 
the vibrant color of red to stand out as the 
lady was in motion, stepping off the curb, 
toward Columbus Circle. The black, yellow 
and green colors resonate with the red to 
make a soulful composition. • Rush. I used 
the Dry Brush tool as well as the Zoom-In 
effect in Photoshop. I wanted to highlight 
the vanishing point of 42nd Street looking 
eastward. The usual midtown traffic is 
flowing towards the viewer at a speedy 
pace, blurring out the peripheral view of the 
buildings. Although the details of the actual 
scene are vague, the theme of the picture 
is ever present. • Subway Seats. I wanted 
to emphases a rare subway scene – empty 
seats. Any New Yorker would immediately 
recognize this photo because of the vibrant 
orange colors mixing in with the silver 
accents. Taking the picture at hip level 
creates an inviting appeal for the viewer  
to sit down and enjoy the ride.

CONTRIBUTORS
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ARIEL KURTZ is a senior at Empire State 
College studying Musical Theater on the 
Hudson Street Campus. Ariel is a performer, 
writer, teaching artist and activist. She is 
secretary of the ESC LGBTQ Club and on-
staff writer for The Student Connection. She 
believes in using art as a vehicle for Social 
Change and wishes to make art available 
for all. She is a 2015 Artist As Citizen Fellow 
With Artists Striving To End Poverty. If you 
would like to learn more, follow her at @
ArielKurtz13 on Twitter and Instagram. She 
is thankful for Karyn and the rest of the MR 
team for including her poetry in this edition 
of the Metropolitan Review. 

NATURAL LANGDON is an award 
winning filmmaker, photographer and 
co-founder of OpenMindz Productions. 
Artist Statement: My passion for arts and 
education has taken me from producing 
films about urban drama and social injustice 
in Brownsville, Brooklyn to teaching youth 
about film production in underprivileged 
communities in Africa, Cuba, Haiti, Bahia, 
Brazil, Ghana and Thailand. My mission 
is to give a voice to the voiceless through 
film and photography. In 2016, I published 
“Exploring The African Diaspora vol. 1 
Salvador, Bahia, Brazil,” a book about  
Afro-Brazilian history and culture. 

LIZ LAURICELLA wears many hats: 
mama, wife, sister, daughter, auntie and 
friend; reader, writer, crossword puzzler 
and yarn lover; witness, listener, helper and 
social justice advocate. She is a postpartum 
doula, lactation counselor and parent 
educator and lives on Long Island with her 
family and vegetable garden. 

YEE MEE LEE was born in Hong Kong and 
moved to United States at a young age. 
Lee left a career in fashion to pursue art 

on a fulltime basis. The artist continues to 
travel aboard for inspiration and design. She 
works in oil, pastel, watercolor and graphite. 
Her paintings in portraiture, landscape and 
still life can be found with private collectors 
internationally. She currently resides in  
New York City.  
Artist Statement: A young child’s love of 
drawing has led to a lifetime of enriching 
journeys. I graduated from the High School 
of Art and Design in New York. A seed 
was planted for me to become an artist 
at an early age. I went on to earn my 
degree in Design at the Fashion Institute 
of Technology. Fashion Design has given 
me a career and the opportunity to travel 
throughout the world. However, I never 
forgot the dream of being an artist. Although 
I took my sketchbook with me in my travels, 
I always came home with empty pages. 
A good friend suggested I study at the 
Art Students League. For years, I took an 
evening or a Saturday class. Then I began 
full time evening classed in painting in order 
to pursue more serious studies. These 
led me on an amazing journey of personal 
growth, improvement and commitment as 
an artist. In 2005, I was awarded a travel 
grant to Spain for nine months. With the 
huge support of my family, friends and 
teachers, I finally had the chance to sit 
down and begin to fill those empty pages.

PAUL MARSHALL is an emerging writer 
from Central New York who recently earned 
his B.A. in Cultural Studies at Empire State 
College. He is a veteran and a member 
of the SALUTE Honor Society, a former 
marathon runner, and an avid outdoorsman. 
He and his wife Christine have three 
children, two grandchildren and a crazy  
dog named Busky.
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SHAWN MCCANN works for and lives in 
the city of Syracuse, New York. He received 
a Master of Arts from SUNY Empire State 
College in 2016.

ANNE MCINNIS is a recent graduate from 
SUNY Empire receiving a B.A. in Visual Arts 
in June 2017.  
Artist Statement: Her work depicts a 
revelation of confirmation from multiple 
sources in a subtle way that is not meant 
to shout but to whisper. They reveal the flux 
and flow of life, love and psyche, and the 
healing that occurs when one reaches away 
from before.

STEVEN MILLS is a soon to be graduate 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in English. 
He lives in Rochester, New York, where he 
is currently working on his first novel.

JOHN PARENTE is an apprentice in Local 
Union #3 NYC. A natural turn-key, Parente 
is a former teacher and hopes to bring 
leadership qualities to Local 3 that the labor 
movement needs. 

THERESE SCHECHTER is a filmmaker, 
writer and multi-media storyteller based 
in Brooklyn. Her work fuses humor 
and personal storytelling to disturb 
what is considered most sacred about 
womanhood, most recently as the director 
of My So-Called Selfish Life, an in-progress 
documentary about women who choose 
not to have children. In her spare time, 
she is a co-host of the podcast Downton 
Gabby, where she discusses media by and 
about women.

EDDIE SHELLMAN is an Urban 
Renaissance Performing Artist from New 
York City whose love of art began with his 

career as a ballet dancer. He developed 
an eye for line and expression through 
dance and theater but added another outlet 
through the mediums of photography and 
oil painting. While earning his B.A. at Empire 
State College his creative talents were 
strengthened with courses in theater, art 
and photography.  
Artist Statement: I draw my inspiration 
to create from the lines, curves, sounds 
and interactions of my environment. 
When I travel through this eclectic urban 
city, my senses heighten as they work 
together creating a feeling. The art created, 
combines the muses of dance, theater, 
photography and painting. Through these 
genres I live. 

ANITA SILLERY is a visual artist who 
currently works in the mediums of 
photography, digital art and watercolor. 
Anita has been a member at The Art 
Students League of New York since 1988 
and is an active member of the Metro 
Art Club at SUNY Empire State College. 
She also does curatorial work for ongoing 
art and photography exhibits at the 
college. She recently exhibited her digital 
photomontages at The Roger Smith Gallery 
in New York City. She lives in Manhattan.  
Artist Statement: My art mainly 
encompasses painting and photography. 
The primary objective for my work is to 
be experimental and free, thus varying the 
visual language of the piece produced.  
I draw my inspiration from nature and the 
instinctual guidance of my hand, without 
knowing what result I will encounter. This 
organic, fluid approach leaves the viewer 
with a calm sense of being.
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HELESE SMAULDON is a multi-
passionate student, traveler and writer. 
She currently writes about women’s issues, 
sexuality, spirituality and relationships. 
Sometimes she blends these topics with 
health, nature, society and pop culture. 
She has written for publications such as 
Flavorwire.com, Amsterdam News and 
Black Star News. To read her work, visit her 
blog at www.helesetalks.com.

DANIEL SMITH is a NYC photographer 
who is looking to travel the world and share 
his art with others while building strong 
relationships with the people he works with.  
Artist Statement: The photo “What Will 
They Call This Day” is a project that I’m 
currently working on showing reactions to 
the end of the world and reactions in the 
final moments. I’m hoping to get funding or 
representation to shoot many more scenes 
and make a book out of it. 

JOSEPH VERRASTRO is a visual artist 
working in Upstate New York.  
Artist Statement: Structures within the 
landscape leave their mark on our psyche 
unknowingly. Through presence alone, they 
instill within us a sense of permanence and 
continuity, whether newly built or rusted 
ruin. From the simplest shelter to the 
grandest Cathedral, buildings bind us to the 
land and community and give us a sense 
of place. A well planned construct leaves 
us with a sense of scale and reinsures us of 
our place within its surroundings. Churches 
lend airiness, banks = security, home = 
comfort, bridges = links, skyscrapers’ = 
awe. The following two paintings represent 
actual places that have left a personal 
mark upon me for one reason or another: 
“Brute Spring,” acrylic on panel, 2016; 
“downtown,” acrylic on panel, 2016. 

EMMA WEST studies Literature and 
Environmental Sustainability, and she 
graduated from Empire State College 
with her Bachelor of Science degree this 
spring. She loves writing, hiking, swimming, 
camping and pretty much anything outside. 
She is currently at work writing a longer 
creative project.

ERIC ZWIEG is a creative writing student 
at Empire State College.


